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ABSTRACT
The investigation was concerned with the development of a
complete digital computer simulation of a single articulated rotor
helicopter.

The simulation program was executed on an IBM model 360-50

digital computer.
The main rotor was analyzed by the consideration of a continuous
rigid blade at six azimuth stations, while the airframe aerodynamics
were treated in the conventional manner.

The differential equations

of motion of the airframe were solved in a step-wise fashion by
approximating time dependent functions with cubic interpolation
polynomials.
The study concluded that there was strong evidence that suggested the possibility of treating main rotor flapping as a steady
state phenomenon in helicopter simulation.

In addition, it was

concluded that digital step time may be extended to 200 milliseconds
without impairing the quality of the model.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The helicopter is a unique aircraft in that both aerodynamic lift
and system control are obtained primarily from the main rotor.

At low

level hover, the most critical flight condition, the interaction of
main rotor downwash with the terrain creates random fluctuations in
helicopter aerodynamics.

Also, main rotor control coupling at hover

and during forward flight presents serious stability problems.

For

these reasons, the utility of the helicopter depends solely upon the
training and skill of the pilot.

Since flight simulators provide a

great portion of flight instruction, there is a constant demand to
develop more precise models to characterize the dynamic response of
a helicopter to pilot inputs.
Virtually all modern helicopters employ an articulated main rotor.
The articulated rotor differs from a rigid rotor in that the rotor
blade is hinged about an axis perpendicular to the blade and mast.
rotor blade thus flaps freely about such a hinge.

The

The thrust moment

and opposing centripetal moment maintain the position of the blade.
The velocity of a point on a rigid rotor with respect to the
airstream has components due to airframe forward velocity and blade
rotational velocity.

On the advancing half of the blade cycle, the

sum of the two components represents relative blade velocity.

The re-

treating blade experiences a relative velocity that is the difference
of the two components because the rotational component is oriented in
a direction opposite of the translational component.

The relative
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wind is thus greater for the advancing blade.

Consequently, a rigid

rotor in forward flight with constant blade pitch encounters a
continuous roll moment that increases with greater forward speed.
The articulated rotor circumvents this problem.

The continuous

roll moment cannot be transmitted through the hinge joint to the
airframe.

Also, upward blade flapping on the advancing half-cycle,

effected by increasing relative wind, results in a decreasing angle of
attack between the blade root chord and the relative wind so that the
lifting force on the blade decreases.
an opposite situation.

The retreating blade encounters

As the blade flaps downward due to decreasing

relative wind, the angle of attack increases to provide a greater
lifting force.

Thus, the ·e qualization of an unsynnnetrical lifting

force over a blade cycle is an additional benefit of the hinged rotor.
In rotary-wing aircraft, the main rotor provides beth. the propulsive forces and the primary control forces.

The control forces are

dependent upon the pilot's adjustment of the pitch of the main rotor
blades.

A col-lective pitch input imparts a pitch angle that remains

constant over the blade cycle.

The blade envelope, in this case, is

a shallow inverted cone where the vertical axis of symmetry defines
the direction of the thrust.

The cyclic pitch input superimposes a

cyclic variation in pitch angle on the constant collective pitch.

At

steady state, the additional cyclic pitch rotates the axis of the blade
envelope cone to a direction other than vertical.

In this instance the

thrust, lying along the cone axis, has components in a horizontal plane
which impart forward and lateral motion to the aircraft.

Thus the

pilot applies three mutually orthogonal control forces in the forward,
lateral, and upward direction.

If the lines of action of the control
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forces do not pass through the center of gravity of the helicopter, the
control forces provide a means for the pilot to exert three mutually
orthogonal control moments about the center of gravity.

These control

moments are about the pitch, roll, and yaw axis.
Aerodynamic forces arise by virtue of momentum transfer from the
airstream to the airframe.

If the lines of action of the aerodynamic

forces do not contain the center of gravity, aerodynamic moments about
the center of gravity develop.
The dynamic behavior of the helicopter is governed by the forces
and moments resulting from control and aerodynamic inputs.

An equili-

brium, or trim, condition exists when the rotation rates and the sum
of all forces and moments reduce to zero.
The simulation of helicopter dynamic response involves the
evaluation and summation of all forces and moments at points in time,
generation of time dependent relations to describe the resultant forces
and moments, and determination of the solution for a system of nonhomogeneous coupled differential equations.

Such a solution defines

the time response of the airframe.
The purpose of this investigation is to develop a complete digital
computer simulation of a single articulated rotor helicopter that could
be employed in flight training or engineering design.

Previous simu-

lations utilize a hybrid computing system where the digital subsystem
generates the discrete forcing functions used by the analog subsystem
to solve the equations of motion of the airframe.

The major

disadvantages of this technique are the inherent magnitude scaling at
the digital-analog interface, implementation of the analog subsystem,
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lengthy checkout of analog circuits, and analog computational error.
A digital simulation eliminates the first three disadvantages of
hybrid computation.

However, there is truncation and round-off

error in digital computation.

Digital error is not fixed, as is

analog error, and can be made small by step-size reduction and by
the use of double precision.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The extensive use of the helicopter as a tactical and support
weapon in the Indochina War provided motivation for the construction
of computerized models to study all aspects of helicopter flight.

In

the mid-sixties several feasibility studies were conducted with regard
to helicopter

simulation~

with various aspects of rotary wing aircraft

being studied by simulation.

By the end of the decade complete hybrid

helicopter models were developed and used in flight trainers.
In the late fifties an investigation of aerodynamic problems with
the aid of mechanical and electrical analogies was performed by
Hohenemser (1958) and MacNeal (1958).
Great

Britain~

During the early sixties in

Jones (1963, 1964) developed an analog computer simula-

tion of main rotor blade flapping in a stall condition.
effects~

Inertial

blade twist and reverse flow were not considered.

the same time the Naval Training Device Center at Port
New York conducted an analysis (NAVTRADEVCEN

1205-1~

At about

Washington~

1963) of the

equations of motion of vertical/short take off and landing (V/STOL)
systems with regard to digital and analog simulation.

Another inves-

tigation (NAVITRADEVCEN 1205-4, 1964) involved a feasibility study
concerned with decreasing the number of main rotor blade azimuth
statioas so that digital execution time could be reduced to real time.
Garren and Kelly (1965) constructed an analog computer model of V/STOL
aircraft to study variable stability phenomena.

In 1965 Electronics

Associates Inc., under contract to the U.S. Army Electronics Command,
published a paper dealing with the interaction of a helicopter with
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its avionics systems.

This analysis was extended in 1969 to develop

a complete hybrid simulation of the U.S. Army's AHIG Cobra (ECOM
0387-Fl, 1969) and AH56 Cheyenne (ECOM 0387-F-2, 1969).

These were

exhaustive studies modeling every aspect of helicopter flight including armament inputs.
The reader is referred to Gessow and Myers (1967) for a fundamental but thorough discussion of the aerodynamics of rotary-wing
aircraft.

This text is considered to be the international standard

reference text on the subject since its original publication.
addition, Thomson (1961) provides an explanation of coordinate
transformations and the dynamics of rigid bodies.

In
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CHAPTER III
SIMULATION PROGRAM
The digital simulation of the aircraft was divided into two tasks.
The first task involved the calculation of the forces and moments applied to the aircraft during flight.
simulation~

Due to the nature of the digital

these forces and moments were evaluated at

step in time.

However~

th~

end of each

continuous forcing functions were required to

solve the airframe equations of motion.

It was therefore assumed that

approximating the airframe forcing functions by cubic interpolation
polynomials through discrete values of forcing data would not significantly affect the airframe response.

A discussion of interpolation

used in the simulation is presented in Appendix A.
aerodynamic coefficient

data~

except as

noted~

The equations and

utilized in the stmula-

tion to evaluate the forces and moments characteristic of the AH-lG
Cobra were presented in the ECOM report (ECOM 0387-F2a, 1969) and the
Bell paper (Bell 209-099-110,

112~

1966).

The applied forces and

moments were calculated by individual consideration of five sections
of the aircraft.
lage,

Forces and moment generated by the main rotor, fuse-

stabilizers~

subprograms

wing~

MROTOR~

and tail rotor were evaluated in the

FUSELG, STBLZR, WING, and TROTOR, respectively.

The second half of the simulation program calculated the airframe
response over the solution interval.

The flight condition at the end

of the step was used to calculate the forces and moments for the
succeeding step.

The subprogram DYRESP formulated the dynamic response

of the airframe over an interval.
The simulation program was written in Fortran IV, Level G
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language and programmed on an IBM model 360-50 digital computer.
schematic diagram of the simulation is shown in Figure 1.

A

A complete

listing of the simulation program is presented in Appendix C.

A.

Subroutine MROTOR
For the sake of convenience, the digital step time of the total

simulation was taken as the time required for the main rotor blades to
execute one circuit.

Consequently, the objective of the MROTOR sub-

program was to determine average values for the blade forces and moments
over one rotor cycle.
considered.

Aerodynamic and centripetal blade forces were

The weight of the blade and Coriolis accelerations were

neglected.
The subprogram accomplished the following three major tasks:
1)

Calculation of the total wind relative to a differential
blade element

2)

Evaluation of total thrust and drag at an azimuth station.

3)

Determination of average forces and moments over one rotor
cycle.

The coordinate systems shown in Figure 2 were used to formulate
the instantaneous position of a differential blade element.
system was the earth-fixed inertial reference frame.

The i j k

The 1 m n

coordinates were body fixed at the aircraft center of gravity to
coincide with the principal axis of inertia and were defined with
respect to the inertial reference by the three Euler angles p, r, s.
The r s t system, fixed in a blade element, was defined by the azimuth
angle, ~, measured from a due aft reference line in a plane perpendicular to the rotor shaft, or mast, and by the flapping angle,

S, measured
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out of this mast plane.

The flapping angle was a function of azimuth

position.

S = aoss-alss cos

~

- blss sin

~

(3.1)

The method used to determine the coning angle, aoss, was

M
aoss

0

(3.2)

where I was the blade mass moment of inertia about the flapping hinge
and

. was

~

the rotational rate of the main rotor.

The average thrust

moment, M , from the previous step was utilized to calculate the coning
0

angle.

The flapping coefficients, alss and blss, as stated by Shapiro

(1956, P. 160), take on steady state values such that
alss

-Bls

(3.3)

blss

Als

(3.4)

where Bls and Als were the longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch coefficients, respectively.

For simulation purposes, it was assumed the

flapping coefficients were equivalent to the cyclic piteh coefficients.
This approximation was justified by the fact that rotor flapping was
highly damped and reached a steady state in less than one-quarter
blade revolution.
To facilitate the transformation of vector quantities to different
reference frames, the subprograms TREA, TRAE, TRABE, and TRBEA were
introduced.

The subprogram TREA transformed vector quantities from

earth coordinates to aircraft coordinates while TRAE provided a transformation from aircraft to earth coordinates.

TRABE was a transforma-

tion between aircraft and blade element coordinates while TRBEA was
a transformation between blade element and aircraft coordinates.

The
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transformation equations used in the transformation subprograms were
formulated in vector-matrix notation for convenience in digital computation.
The velocity of a blade element with respect to earth coordinates
was found by evaluating the expression for the time derivative of the
position vector from the inertial reference to the blade element.

After

accounting for surface wind, the blade element velocity was transformed
to rotor coordinates.

To complete the description of the total wind

relative to the blade element, the inflow to the main rotor disk was
considered.

Nikolsky (1951, P. 92) presented an expression, derived

from momentum theory, for the main rotor inflow
L

WI

=

mr

(3.5)

where L
was the main rotor lift, R was the blade length, p was the
mr
air density, and U, V, W were body fixed components of aircraft
velocity.

The inflow, held constant over the computational step, was

determined by iteration in the subprogram VINFLO.

The radial inflow

distribution was assumed uniform over the rotor disk because existing
inflow distribution theory predicts excessive values inboard of .6
blade radius.

Previous step values initialized the iteration.

Figure 3 depicts the wind relative to the blade element.

The

wind component coincident with the longitudinal blade axis was
neglected because the resulting lift and drag were small.

The angle

between the total relative wind and the s direction was termed the
inflow arigle.

The blade pitch angle,

e,

was given by

~
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e

AOs - Als cos ~

- Bls sin ~ - 8TWrb -

where AOs was the collective blade pitch angle,

(aoss-.047)

(3.6)

eTW was the blade twist

rate, and rb was the radial position of the blade element.

The pilot

inputs and coning angle were updated at the end of each rotor cycle.
The angle of attack between the relative wind and the blade root chord
was

a =

e+

~

(3.7)

The differential thrust and drag that acted on a differential
blade element were given by Nikolsky (1951, P. 259) as
dT
dD

r

r

1
2

u2 dr

(3.8)

1
2
- 2 P c cd u dr

(3.9)

p c c

1

where c was the blade chord, c
coefficients~

1

and cd were

t~e

blade lift and drag

U was the magnitude of the relative wind, dr was

the radial length of the differential blade element.

The differential

thrust was oriented in a direction normal to the resultant relative
wind while the differential drag was directed parallel to the relative
wind as shown in Figure 3.

The lift and drag coefficients were pre-

sented as functions of the attack angle and were parameterized in terms
of constant relative wind.

The families of curves were approximated by

sixth order interpolating polynomials.

The lift and drag coefficients

were evaluated by linear interpolation between the polynomials in the
subprograms LIFTCO and DRAGCO.
The rates of change of thrust and drag with radial position were
evaluated at six equidistant points along the blade.

Total thrust and
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drag and the resulting hub moments at an azimuth station were f ound by
integration.

T

r

f

BR

f

R .

f

BR

dT dr
dr

(3.10)

0

D
r

dD

dr
dr

(3 . 11)

dT
r - dr
dr

(3 . 12)

dD
r - dr
dr

(3 . 13)

0

TM

0

DM

!R
0

The upper limit of the thrust integration was the effective blade
length after modification for tip losses.

The numerical integration

technique, a four point Newton-Cotes quadrature formula, integrated a
third order

polyn~mial

integrand function.

that passed through equally spaced values of the

A discussion of integration techniques used in the

simulation is presented in Appendix B.

The radial integration was

performed in the subprogram RADINT.
Thus, at a particular azimuth position, the blade forces and moments acting at the main rotor hub were calculated.

The hub forces
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were translated to the airframe center of gravity and additional·
torques were introduced to account for the moment of the hub forces
about the center of gravity.

Due to the flapping hinge, the thrust

moment was not treated as a moment applied to the airframe.

However,

its calculation was required for the evaluation of the coning angle.
Thomas (1966, P. 257) defined the average value of a function to
be

f

1
b

a

b

Y(x) dx

a<x<b

(3.14)

a
In terms of simulation variables, the average value of a force
or moment over one blade circuit was expressed as

FAV

1

2iT

f

2'IT

f

2'IT

F('l') d'l'

(3.15)

M('l') d'l'

(3.16)

0

MAV

1
21T

0

The integrands were evaluated at six equally spaced azimuth stations.

The integrals were calculated in the subprogram PSIINT by

the numerical integration technique discussed previously in RADINT.
The simulation considered only one blade in determining main
rotor forces and moments.

In reality, there were two blades.

To

expedite the simulation, it was assumed that the second blade performed
identically as the first.

Therefore, average rotor forces and moments
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were doubled to account for the second blade.
During low-level and low-speed flight, the main rotor downwash
interacts with the ground to increase the air density.

This phenome-

non is termed ground effect and it significantly alters the thrust
developed by the main rotor.

Ground effect is dependent upon

altitude and forward speed.

The subprogram GRDEFF determined an

experimentally obtained factor which modified the main rotor thrust
to account for ground effect.
A feedback control system with a proportional controller gain K ,
1
Figure 4, maintained desired rotor speed,

iD,

in level flight.

the main rotor was capable of angular acceleration,
torques existed.

~,

Since

unbalanced mast

Therefore, the engine torque reaction, QE, not the

hub yaw moment, Q , was the actual rotor moment applied to the airmr
frame about the mast axis.

To adequately describe the engine torque

reaction, the dynamics of the engine speed control system was
considered in the subprogram ENGTRQ.
The simulation step time was approximately five percent of the
engine time constant, TE' and the rotor speed variation was small.
Therefore, it was concluded that sufficient accuracy could be obtained
in modeling the engine dynamics by treating the main rotor torque and
rotor speed as constant over the solution interval.

For this case of

constant disturbance and feedback, the engine torque behavior reduced
to the response of a first order system to a step input.

The ex-

ponential solution was evaluated at the end of the step to yield the
effective main rotor yaw moment.
compared to the rotor torque.

In addition, the engine torque was

The difference was proportional to the

17

+

'fin--~

1

1
D

Figure 4.
Block Diagram of Engine Speed Control System
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angular acceleration at the end of the step.

Integration of the angu-

lar acceleration over the step ·provided the rotor speed used for the
succeeding interval.

Th.e integrand was a third order polynomial passing

through acceleration values determined at the end of interval under
consideration and the three preceding steps.
B.

Subroutine FUSELG
The function of this subroutine was to calculate the forces and

moments applied to the fuselage of the aircraft by the airstream.

The

forces were determined from the product of the dynamic pressure, an
area factor, and an aerodynamic coefficient.

The moments were evalu-

ated from the product of the dynamic pressure, a volume factor, and an
aerodynamic coefficient.

The dynamic pressures were found by

(3.17)

(3.18)

where qv and q
respectively.

1

were the vertical and lateral dynamic pressures,
The aerodynamic coefficients are dependent upon the

orientation of the relative wind with respect to the body fixed
coordinate system and are plotted in the published data as functions
of the fuselage angle of attack and angle of sideslip.

The attack

angle of the fuselage
tan

-1

W-WI

u

(3.19)

was defined as the angle between the projection of the relative wind
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in the 1 n plane and the 1 direction.
tan

-1

The fuselage sideslip angle

v

-

(3.20)

u

was the angle between the projection of the relative wind in the 1 m
plane and the 1 direction.
The arctangent function was defined for arguments whose absolute
value was less than ninety degrees.

The aerodynamic angles, in any

four quadrants, were computed by determination of the quadrant of the
angle, resolution of the angle to the first quadrant for evaluation,
and transformation of the angle to its original quadrant.

Additional

computational difficulties arose at hover due to the fact that the
tangents of the angles of attack and sideslip were exceedingly large
and undefined, respectively.

To eliminate the problem, it was

assumed that if the aerodynamic angles took on absolute values
between eighty-eight and ninety-two degrees, the attack and sideslip
angles were ninety degrees.
slip angle

Similarly, if the magnitude of the side-

was less than two degrees, the sideslip angle was

considered zero.
Values for the aerodynamic coefficients were determined from
a piecewise linear approximation of the published curves.

The

Subprograms FUSPM, FUSRM, and FUSYM evaluated the fuselage moment
coefficients for the pitch, roll and yaw axes respectively.
drag force coefficients were computed in FUSDS and FUSDA.

The
The

lift and side-thrust coefficients were calculated in FUSZF and FUSYF,
respectively.

These subprograms determined the break-points which

defined the interval containing the dependent variable and evaluated
the equation of the line segment to yield the value of the aerodynamic
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coefficient.

The relations for the fuselage forces and moments in

body coordinates were
F
F
F

X

10 ql CFDS + 10 q CFDA + M g
V
X

(3.21)

y

10 ql CFY +M gy

(3.22)

10 q

(3.23)

z

v

CFZ + M gz

M

100 ql CFRM - 20 U w
X

(3.24)

M
y

100 qv CFPM

(3.25)

M
z

100 ql CFYM - 30 U wz

(3.26)

X

where CFDS and CFDA were fuselage drag coefficients, CFZ was the
fuselage lift coefficient, CFY was the fuselage side-thrust coefficient,
CFRM, CFPM, CFYM were the fuselage roll, pitch, and yaw moment coefficients, respectively, w

X

rates, gx, g , g
y

z

and w

Z

were roll and yaw body fixed spin

were body fixed components of gravitational acceler-

ation, and M was the mass of the aircraft.

The force equations also

accounted for the airframe weight components in body coordinates.

The

roll. and yaw moment expressions included spin rate damping terms to
provide a means to adjust the handling characteristics of the
simulation.

The damping coefficients were obtained in the ECOM

simulation by a trial and error process that matched helicopter
response to pilot critique.

C.

Subroutine WING
The wing forces were calculated by a method similar to the fuse-

lage forces.

Since the wings were not far removed from the airframe
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center of gravity, the additional relative wind components resulting
from aircraft spin rates were neglected so that the fuselage relative
wind could be used in wing computations.

Th.e aerodynamic coefficients,

obtained in WINGN and WINGC, yielded lift and drag forces normal and
parallel, respectively, to the wing chord.
forces were resolved through the
body fixed coordinates.

~ng

incidence angle, i

-27.8 qv [CXW cos(i )
w

F

0.0

y

F

z

0.0

M

.03 F

M

0.0

y
z

, to

+

CZW sin(i )]
w

(3.27)
(3.28)

-27.8 qv [-CXW sin(i )
w

M

X

w

Wing forces and moments became

F

X

Consequently the wing

X

+

.163 F

+

CZW cos(i )]
w

(3.29)

(3.31)

z

(3.32)

where CXW and CZW were the wing drag and lift coefficients, respectively.

The subprogram also calculated, WIWT, downwash from the wing

acting on the tail section.

Only the forward velocity, U, is assumed

to contribute to the momentum of the airstream and the coefficient
CZW is assumed to act perpendicular to the airstream so that
WiwT = -.16 U CZW

(3.33)

D. Subroutine STBLZR
The Subprogram STBLZR calculated the forces and moments from the
horizontal and vertical stabilizers.

The relative wind velocities

incident upon the stabilizers differed from the fuselage relative
wind due to the airframe spin rates.

In addition, downwash from the
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wing and a fraction of the downwash of the main rotor acted on the
tail section.

The effective main rotor downwash was dependent upon

forward speed and was calculated in the Subprogram MRDWT from a
piecewise linear approximation of flight data.

The angles of attack

for the horizontal stabilizer and sideslip for the vertical stabilizer
were calculated in a manner similar to the FUSELG Subprogram.

Unlike

the fuselage, however, the stabilizers had incidence angles with
respect to body coordinates.

The vertical stabilizer had a constant

incidence angle while the horizontal stabilizer inci.dence was dependent
upon main rotor forward cyclic and was calculated in the Subprogram
ELDEFL.

The horizontal stabilizer was considered to be a pure lift

device and the vertical stabilizer as a pure side-thrust device.

The

small drag forces for these elements were taken into account in the
fuselage drag.

The stabilizer forces were determined from the product

of the dynamic pressures, planform areas, and aerodynamic coefficients.
Coefficient values were determined in the Subprograms CYVS and CZHS.
The equations for stabilizer forces and moments were

0.0

(3.34)

y

23.0 ql CVSY

(3.35)

z

13.0 qv CHSZ

(3.36)

M

0.0

(3.37)

M

17.08 F

M

25.59 F

F
F
F

X

X

y
z

y
z

(3.38)
(3.39)

where CVSY was the vertical stabilizer side-thrust coefficient and
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CHSZ was the horizontal stabilizer lift coefficient.
E.

Subroutine TROTOR
The tail rotor was assumed to be a pure thrust device.

The

relative wind velocity at the tail rotor was computed by accounting
for airframe spin rates, main rotor downwash, and wing downwash.

The

lateral thrust afforded by the tail rotor was a function of the tail
rotor thrust coefficient which, in turn, was dependent on the tail
rotor inflow.

The inflow was a function of the thrust and relative

wind velocity of which the inflow was a part.

The equations that

govern tail rotor performance were
CT,TR = • 491 X 10 -BG- TR (U

2

+w2+3 • 4

X 10 5 )+.210 X l0- 3 (27.2wz-V-WITR(3)· 40 )

5
YTR = .7316 X 10 CT,TR

(3.41)

2 2
2
WITR = YTR/[.2698(U +W +27.24wz-V-WITR)l/ ]

(3.42)

where CT TR was the tail rotor thrust coefficient, YTR was the tail

,

rotor thrust, WITR was the tail rotor inflow, and GTR was the tail
rotor pitch.
Iteration proved to be an adequate technique to solve the tail
rotor equations.

Values obtained in the previous solution interval

were used to initialize the iteration.

Tail rotor forces and moments

were

F

F
F

X

0.0

(3.44)

y

z

(3.43)

0.0

(3.45)
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M

4.7 YTR

(3.46)

M

0.0

(3. 4 7)

27 .. 24 YTR

(3.48)

X

y

M

z

F.

=

Subroutine DYRESP
The function of the Subroutine DYRESP was to calculate, for one

solution interval, the rotation and translation rates that constituted
the dynamic response of the airframe to the resultant forcing functions.
The rates were integrated over the step to yield the orientation and
the position of the aircraft in space that were used in the succeeding
step.
The system of equations that governed the rotational response of
the airframe in body coordinates were given by Thomson (1965, P.ll3) as

=

M

- w w (I

w

M

- w w (I

w

M

- w w (I

w

X

y

y
z

where w , w , and w
X

y

X

Z

z

y z

X Z

X

y

zz
XX

yy

-I
-I
-I

yy
ZZ

XX

)

(3.49)

)

(3.50)

)

(3.51)

were the body fixed spin rates, M , M , and M
X

y

Z

were the body fixed components of the total applied moment, and I
I

yy'

and I

zz

XX

,

were the aircraft mass moments of inertia about the

principal axes.

The dot notation was indicative of differentiation

with respect to time.
By the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, the solution to a
differential equation

~
dt

= F(t)

can be obtained by integration such that

(3.52)
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Y(t)

Y(O)

+

f

t

(3.53)

0

This concept was used to numerically solve the system of differential
equations for th.e value of the spin rates at the end of the step.

In

order to integrate the spin equations, the moment and spin rate variations with time must be known as explicit functions of time.

However,

to approximate the moment functions, the Subprogram POLYIN generated a
cubic interpolating polynomial through the moment values of the step
under consideration and three previous steps.

The spin rate functions

were approximated by a third order extrapolating polynomial determined
by POLYEX and plotted through four preceeding values of the spin rates.
The accuracy of the simulation was not compromised by the extrapolation
of inherently rough data over the first few steps.

Over the intervals

in question, the spin rates were numerically small and entered the
equations of motion as products of small values.

Integration was accom-

plished by the Newton-Cotes quadrature formula previously discussed.
Since the simulation was designed to start from a trim condition, arrays
that held spin rate and moment sum data were initialized as zero.

To

specify the orientation of the airframe in space for the computations
in the next step, the Euler angles, p, r, s, were calculated by integration of the components of the body fixed spin rate in the directions
defined by the Euler angle rates.

The expressions for the Euler

angle rates were
p

(3.54)

w

y

r = w

X

cos(p)

+ wZ

sin(p)

(3.55)
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s =

-w X sin(p) cos(r) + wy sin(r) + wZ cos(p) cos(r)

(3.56)

The body fixed translational rates were evaluated at the end of
the step from the solution of the following system of equations which
Thomson (1963, P. 195) derived from linear momentum considerations.

.
.
v

u

.

w=

F
~-M

w wy + v

w

(3.57)

z

F

_y- u w

z

M

F
~M

v

w

X

+W w

(3. 58)

+ u w
y

(3.59)

X

The equations of motion were solved by the numerical integration
procedure used to solve for the rotation rates.
provided the forcing and spin rate functions.
were obtained by extrapolation.

Interpolation
The velocity functions

The question of extrapolation reli-

ability over the first few steps was reconciled by the fact that
velocity data was relatively smooth so that a reasonable extrapolation
could be expected.

In addition, the integral of the extrapolated

function over the step was the quantity sought.

Small deviations in

the extrapolation functions could be tolerated in view of the fact that
the effects of the deviations were greatly reduced by integration.
The spatial position of the airframe was evaluated by integration of
the translation rates over the step.
Thus, the subprogram DYRESP calculated the response over a time
interval to provide the aircraft position, position rates, orientation,
and spin rates that were used in the succeeding computational step.
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G.

Trim Iteration Program
Due to the interpolation and extrapolation methods used in

DYRESP, it was required that the simulation start from a trim condition because response data hold arrays had to be initialized.

Total

applied force and moment arrays and spin rate data arrays were
initialized as zero which is the value these arrays take on during
steady flight.

The trim iteration program called the simulation

subprograms to evaluate the unbalanced forces and moments and
adjusted the pilot inputs in proportion to the unbalanced forces and
moments.

This process continued repetitively until the resultant

forces and moments were reduced to small value.
The constants of proportionality utilized in the control adjustments were the reciprocals of the stability derivatives.

Stability

derivatives are defined as the ratio of a change in a body-fixed force
or moment from trim to a corresponding change in a control setting
from trim.

Thus the division of an unbalanced force or moment by the

appropriate stability derivative yielded the change in a particular
control setting that would reduce the force or moment to zero.
Due to the high degree of control coupling inherent to rotary wing
aircraft, numerical instabilities arose in the iteration when published
values for the stability derivatives were used.

However, increasing

the stability derivatives by an order of magnitude allowed the iteration
to converge.

Such a manipulation was justified by the fact that

there was some question as to the accuracy of the published stability
derivatives and, also, by the fact that this simulation used a main
rotor analysis that was more precise than the model from which the
published stability derivatives were obtained.

The motivation for
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changing the stability derivatives in the manner indicated was a
necessity to reduce the magnitudes of the control adjustments to
permit convergence.

The use of a larger stability derivative resulted

in a smaller control change for a given unbalanced force or moment.
Hence, the rate of convergence was decreased but, on the other hand,
numerical stability in the trim iteration was realized.
H.

Simulation Calling Program
The forcing functions and dynamic response were evaluated in

subroutine subprograms previously discussed.

The main program from

which the simulation subprograms were called consisted of a loop
containing the subprogram CALL statements.
The calling program, the trim iteration program, and the
simulation subprograms are listed in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The program was designed to have the capability of modeling any
single articulated rotor helicopter.

However, a particular aircraft,

the AH-lG Cobra, was chosen to provide the aerodynamic data with which
the simulation was implemented.
To validate the simulation, the control settings at trim as a
function of forward airspeed were obtained by the trim iteration
program. Values of the stability derivatives were dependent on
forward airspeed and this effect was noted in the convergence rate
of the trim iteration at higher forward airspeeds.

However the pre-

viously discussed values of the stability derivatives proved to be
adequate in iterating to a trim condition.

Trim control positions

for airspeeds up to 200 feet per second were determined.
was capable of greater speeds.

The aircraft

However, such speeds were attained

only in a dive condition.
Figures 5 through 8 demonstrated the results of the validation
for trim flight conditions.

Excellent correlation was obtained.

The

maximum deviation from actual flight data compiled by the manufacturer
of the Cobra was five percent.
As a further check on the integrity of the simulation, the
dynamic response of the model to pilot inputs was investigated.

This

procedure was necessitated by the fact that the prime objective of
the study was to accurately model the dynamic behavior of a helicopter.
To effect dynamic behavior, control perturbations in the form of step
inputs were applied to the trimmed airframe.

The ECOM simulation,
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considered to accurately model Cobra behavior, was used as the
standard for comparison.

Figures 9 through 11 depicted the response

due to steps in collective and cyclic pitch inputs at 100 knots.

Of

particular note was the lateral cyclic response which demonstrated
the characteristic pitch-roll coupling.

Left cyclic caused the nose

to drop immediately whereas right cyclic brought about an initial nose
rise before dropping off as the roll angle became large.
The simulation was constructed without consideration of the
Stability and Control Augmentation System (SCAS) due to the proprietary
nature of the design and the fact that available dynamic response data
was obtained with the SCAS disconnected.
The results of the simulation were limited by the following
major assumptions:
1)

Constant air density was assumed.

Helicopter oper-

ations typically take place at low levels where the
assumption is reasonable.

Power requirement studies

at altitudes in excess of 1,000 feet above sea level
would require air density modifications.
2)

Uniform main rotor inflow was assumed.

Adequate

theory does not exist to accurately describe this
phenomenon.
3)

The component of blade element relative wind along
the blade was neglected.

The radial component only

slightly increases blade element drag and has little
effect on rotor thrust.
4)

The reverse flow region was neglected.

Reverse

flow occurs over a region of the rotor disk where
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the magnitude of the relative wind is small

and~

thus,

the associated lift and drag are negligible.
5)

The rotor blade was assumed to be perfectly rigid.
is adequate for airframe simulation purposes.

This

However~

blade elasticity would have to be considered in the
analysis of vibration feedback to the controls.
6)

The main rotor gyroscopic moments are neglected.

All

authors are unanimous in applying this simplifying assumption.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

In view of the results of the program validation, this study
produced a helicopter simulation that proved to be accurate within
standard engineering error limits.
Two concepts introduced in the study represented significant
advancements in the state-of-the-art of helicopter simulation.

First,

main rotor flapping was analyzed by using steady state values for the
flapping coefficients.

If the flapping coefficient assumption were

invalid, discrepancies should have appeared immediately in the
response data due to the fact that greatest transient flapping would
occur at the discontinuity in the control step and soon be damped
out.

However, dynamic response data over the first few steps compared

remarkably well to ECOM data.

Deviations at later points in the

responses were attributed to the different methods used in rotor
force analysis.

The ECOM simulation utilized a finite element approx-

imation in blade analysis while this study considered a continuous
distribution of rotor forces along the blade.
The second contribution offered by the study dealt with the
extension of

digital step time to describe time dependent functions.

Previous simulations have used staircase functions with a run time of
approximately 40 milliseconds.
a factor of five.

This study extended the step time by

Time dependent functions were synthesized by inter-

polating polynomials plotted through discrete functional values.
Although execution time was expended in the relatively simple generation of the polynomials, there was a significant net time saving
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realized due to the fact that rotor and airframe forces were analyzed
only once in every 200 milliseconds.
This procedure permitted a more precise rotor analysis and yet
maintained digital execution time fairly close to real time.

The

latter benefit would be a prime consideration in reviewing the potential utility of the model in a flight simulator.
presented in Appendix

C~

For the program

the digital execution time to real time ratio

was approximately 1.5:1.0.

It was the author's contention that this

ratio could easily be reduced to unity by execution on a faster
computer or by the use of Fortran IV, level H language with its
built-in optimization features.
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NOMENCLATURE
aoss

coning angle, radians

alss

cosine component of

AOs

collective pitch, radians

Als

lateral cyclic pitch, radians

B

tip loss factor, dimensionless

bls

sine component of flapping, radians

Bls

longitudinal cyclic pitch, radians

c

rotor blade chord, feet

flapping~

radians

rotor blade drag coefficient, dimensionless
rotor blade left coefficient, dimensionless
fuselage drag coefficient, dimensionless

CFDS

fuselage drag coefficient, dimensionless

CFPM

fuselage pitch moment coefficient, dimensionless

CFRM

fuselage roll coefficient, dimensionless

CFYM

fuselage yaw coefficient, dimensionless

CFY

fuselage side thrust coefficient, dimensionless

CFZ

fuselage lift coefficient, dimensionless

CHSZ

horizontal stabilizer lift coefficient, dimensionless

CVSY

vertical stabilizer side thrust coefficient, dimensionless

CT,TR

tail rotor thrust coefficient, dimensionless

cxw

wing drag coefficient, dimensionless

czw

wing lift coefficient, dimensionless

D

differential operator, sec

D

rotor blade drag force, lbf

dD

blade element differential drag, lbf

r

-1
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DM

rotor blade drag moment, ft-lbf

dr

blade element differential length, ft

dT

blade element differential thrust, lbf

F

average force over rotor cycle, lbf

F

F

av
X

body fixed force in 1 direction, lbf

y

body fixed force in m direction, lbf

z

body fixed force in n direction, lbf

F

body fixed gravitational acceleration in 1 direction,
ft/sec

2

body fixed gravitational acceleration in m direction,
ft/sec

2

body fixed gravitational acceleration in n direction,
ft/sec
i
i

earth fixed unit vector, dimensionless

w

I

I

wing incidence angle, degrees
blade mass moment of inertia, slug-ft

I

I

2

XX

yy

zz

2

airframe mass moment of inertia about i direction, slug-ft
airframe mass moment of inertia about m direction, slug-ft
airframe mass moment of inertia about n direction, slug-ft

j

earth fixed unit vector, dimensionless

k

earth fixed unit vector, dimensionless
engine speed proportional controller gain, ft-lbf-sec
body fixed unit vector, dimensionless

L

mr

main rotor lift, lbf

M

aircraft mass, slug

M
av

average moment over rotor cycle, ft-lbf

M

body fixed moment in 1 direction, ft-lbf

X

2
2
2
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My

body fixed moment in m direction, ft-lbf

M

body fixed moment in n direction, ft-lbf

p

Euler pitch angle, radians

p

Euler pitch angle rate, radian/sec

z

q

1

lateral dynamic pressure, lbf/ft

2
2

qv

vertical dynamic pressure, lbf/ft

QE

engine torque, ft-lbf

Qmr

main rotor torque, ft-lbf

r

blade fixed unit vector, dimensionless

r

Euler roll angle, radians

rb

distance along blade from hub to differential element, ft

R

main rotor blade length, ft

r

Euler roll angle rate, radian/sec

s

blade fixed unit vector, dimensionless

s

Euler yaw angle, radians

s

Euler yaw angle rate, radian/sec

t

blade fixed unit vector, dimensionless

T

rotor blade thrust, lbf

TM

rotor blade thrust moment , ft-lbf

U

forward body fixed airspeed, ft/sec

r

•

2

U

forward body fixed acceleration, ft/sec

Up

component of blade relative wind perpendicular to rotor
disk, ft/sec
component of blade relative wind tangential to rotor disk,
ft/sec

v

lateral body fixed airspeed, ft/sec

v

lateral body fixed acceleration, ft/sec

2
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w

upward body fixed airspeed, ft/sec

w

upward body fixed acceleration, ft/sec

WI

main rotor inflow . velocity, ft/sec

WIWT

wing downwash on tail, ft/sec

YTR

tail rotor thrust, lbf

2
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GREEK SYMBOLS

a

blade element angle qf attack, degrees

aF

fuselage angle of attack, degrees

S

rotor flapping angle, radians

SF

fuselage angle of sideslip,degrees

0

rotor pitch angle, degrees

e'i'R

tail rotor pitch angle, ·radians

0TW

rotor blade twist rate, radians/ft

P

air density, slug/ft 3

TE

engine time constant, sec

~

main rotor inflow angle, degrees

~

blade azimuth angle, radians

~

blade rotational speed, radian/sec

~D

engine speed control reference, radian/sec

.

bla4e rotational acceleration, radian/sec

2

w

airframe spinrate component in 1 direction, radian/sec

w

airframe spinrate component in m direction, radian/sec

w

airframe spinrate component in n direction, radian/sec

X

y

z

.

w

X

.

w

y

airframe spin acceleration component in 1 direction,
radian/sec

airframe spin acceleration component in m direction,
radian/sec

w

z

2

2

airframe spin acceleration component in n direction,
radian/sec

2
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APPENDIX A
Discussion of Interpolation and Extrapolation Techniques
Due to the nature of digital computation, mathematical functions
that are continuous in time can be evaluated only at points in time.
In this simulation the time dependent functions are evaluated at
points in time which coincide with the ends of the digital computation
steps in time.

To synthesize continuous time dependent function,

approximating polynomials are fitted to the function values computed in
the simulation.

Such continuous functions are necessary in view

of the fact that these approximating polynomials are to be integrated with respect to time over a digital time step.
A distinction is made in the discussion of the simulation
between interpolation and extrapolation polynomials.

Both types

of polynomials are constructed in an identical manner.

However,

the distinction arises because the interpolation polynomials are
to be integrated over a time interval for which function values
are known while the extrapolation polynomials are to be integrated
over an interval that is one step beyond known values.

A discussion

of these approximating polynomials follows.

given and are representative of n+l points on the graph of a function
y=f(t) where the explicit form of f(t) is unknown.

It is desirable

to approximate f(t) by a simple function P(t).
Assume that P(t) has the form of a polynomial such that

Since there are n+l function values yi(i= O,n), n+l conditions can be
imposed to determine the coefficients of the approximating polynomial.
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The n+l conditions (constraint equations) can be written as
ao + altl + a2tl
ao + alt2 + a2t2

2

+

2 + •

+ antl

.

n

• + ant2 n

Yo
yl
(A.2)

Since the determinant of the coefficient matrix of this nonhomogeneous system of equations is non-singular for distinct
• • • a ) exists.
n

Hence,

in view of (A.l), there exists a unique approximating polynomial.
Isaacson and Keller (1966, P. 247) show that the coefficients
of the polynomial approximation can be evaluated by rewriting (A.l)
in the form
P(t)

Yo+ (t-to>Yol + (t-to)(t-tl)y012 +

(A.3)

+ (t-to) • • • (t-tn-l)y012 ••• n
and constructing the divided difference table shown below

(A.4)

-t

0

Yo123

Tke diagonal elements of the table become the coefficients of (A.3).
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The divided differences technique is used in the simulation
because the digital time step was not constant.
nomial approximations exist.
data.

Simpler poly-

However, they require equally-spaced
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APPENDIX B
Numerical Integration

Integration in the simulation is accomplished by a third-order
Newton-Cotes Quadrature Formula (Newton's 3/8 Rule).

This technique

integrates a third-order approximating polynomial that passes through
function values of the integrand.

The derivation of this integration

scheme ·is presented below.
Given four equally-spaced data pairs (t ,y ), (t ,y ),(t ,y ),
1 1
2 2
0 0
and (t ,y ), the definite integral
3 3

/t3

It

y(t) dt

(B.l)

P(t) dt

(B.2)

to
can be approximated by
I

.
t

/t3

to .
where the polynomial P{t) approximates the unknown function y{t).
McCalla (1967, P. 213) shows that P(t) can be generated by Newton's
Forward Differences so that
P(t)

(B.3)

where the coefficients of the polynomial P(t) are found to be the
diagonal elements of the forward difference table shown below.

(B.4)

Yz

Y12-Yo1=yo12
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Substitution of (B. 3) into (B. 2) yields

To simplify the integration, the variable u is introduced where
u = (t-t ) /h

0

and h is the interval between the equally-spaced data pairs.

In

addition
du = dt/h
so that (B.5) becomes
It,;,

13

h[yo .+ uyOl + u(u-l)y012 + u(u-l)(u-Z)y0123]du

(B.6)

0

Integration of (B.6) with respect to u and substitution of the ordinate
values of the coefficients of P(t) produce
(B.7)
This simple numerical scheme is used in the simulation to integrate
the differential equations of motion of the airframe and thereby obtain
the time response of the helicopter.

Four equally-spaced data pairs

over the integration interval are obtained by evaluating the interpolation and extrapolation polynomials at four points on the interval.
Radial and azimuthal integration of the main rotor forces and
moments is accomplished by a modification of (B.7).
there are seven data pairs.

For these cases

Combining two integration intervals yields
(B. 8)
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APPENDIX C
Simulation Program

SUBROUTINE MROTOR(PSIINT,RADINT,TRBEA,TRABE,TRE
lA,TRBEH,LIFTCO,DRAGCO,VINFLO,GRDEFF,ENGTRQ)
COMMON /MPMR1/AL(3),ALD(3),AM(3),AMD(3),AN(3),AND(3),VWIND(3),
1VELDUM(3),RV(3),ABSVL(3),ABSVD(3),VDRELE(3),VLRELE(3),VDRELA(3),
2VLRELA(3),VLRBE(3),VDRBE(3),THRUST(6),TM(6),DRAG(6),DM(6),
3TBE(3),DBE(3),DA(3),TA(3),DMCG(3),TMCG(3),DMOMBE(3),DMOMA(3),
4TPSI(4),PSYDD(4),TA11(7),TA12(7),TA13(7),DA11(7),DA12(7),DA13(7),
5TMCG11(7),TMCG12(7),TMCG13(7),DMCG11(7),DMCG12(7),DMCG13(7)
COMMON/MPMR2/DMA11(7),DMA12(7),DMA13(7),TAI(3),DAI(3),TMCGI(3),
1DMCGI(3),DMAI(3),SUMF(3),SUMM(3),BODVA(3),TMAPSI(7),
2TMAC(7),TMAS(7),DIAGL(5,ll),BROWL(5,ll),DIAGD(S,ll),BROWD(S,ll),
3G(ll) ,OMEG(3·)
COMMON /MPMR3/DELRD,DELRL,DELX,WI,PSID,PSIDD,BETA,BETAD,
lAlS,AOS,BlS,AOSS,AlSS,BlSS,DELPSI,P,R,S,PD,RD,SD,X,Y,Z,XD,YD,ZD,
2KCYCLE,A3D8,A2D82P,SIMDT
AZIMDT=DELPSI/PSID
SIMDT=6.000000*AZIDMT
SINY=SIN(S)
COSY=COS(S)
SINR=SIN(R)
COSR=COS(R)
SINP=SIN(P)
COSP=COS(P)
C FORM BODY-FIXED UNIT VECTORS
AL(l)=COSP*COSY-SINP*SINR*SINY
AL(2)=COSP*SINY+SINP*SINR*COSY
AL(3)=-SINP*COSR
ALD(l)=-PD*SINP*COSY-SD*COSP*SINY-PD*COSP*SINR*SINY-RD*SINP*COSR*S
liNY-SD*SINP*SINR*COSY
ALD(2)=-PD*SINP*SINY+SD*COSP*COSY+PD*COSP*SINR*COSY+RD*SINP*COSR*C
lOSY-SD*SINR*SINP*SINY
ALD(3)=-PD*COSP*COSR+RD*SINP*SINR
AM(l)=-COSR*SINY
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AM(2)=COSR*COSY
AM(3)=SINR
AMD(l)=RD*SINR*SINY-SD*COSR*COSY
AMD(2)=-RD*SINR*COSY-SD*COSR*SINY
AMD(3)=RD*COSR
AN(l)=SINP*COSY+COSP*SINR*SINY
AN(2)=SINP*SINY-COSP*SINR*COSY
AN(3)=COSP*COSR
AND(l)=PD*COSP*COSY-SD*SINP*SINY-PD*SINP*SINR*SINY+RD*COSP*COSR*SI
lNY+SD*COSP*SINR*COSY
AND(2)=PD*COSP*SINY+SD*SINP*COSY+PD*SINP*SINR*COSY-RD*COSP*COSR*CO
lSY+SD*COSP*SINR*SINY
AND(3)=-PD*SINP*COSR-RD*COSP*SINR
VELDUM(l)=XD
VELDUM(2)=YD
VELDill1 ( 3) =ZD
CALL TREA(VELDUM,BODVA,P,R,S)
CALL VINFLO(TAI(3),BODVA(l),BODVA(2),BODVA(3),WI)
C FORMATION OF VELOCITY. COMPONENTS CONSTANT OVER AZIMUTHAL CYCLE
DO 20 I=l,3
20 VELDUM(I)=VELDUM(I)+.5125 *ALD(I)+7.584 *AND(I)
C BEGIN AZIMUTHAL LOOP *********************************************
KOUNTP=O
PSI=-DELPSI
600 PSI=PSI+DELPSI
KOUNTP=KOUNTP+l
SINPSI=SIN(PSI)
COSPSI=COS(PSI)
BETA=-(AOSS-AlSS*COSPSI-BlSS*SINPSI)
BETAD=-PSID*(Alss*SINPSI-BlSS*COSPSI)
SINB=SIN(BETA)
COSB=COS(BETA)
Cl=-(BETAD*SINB*COSPSI+PSID*COSB*SINPSI)
C2=-BETAD*SINB*SINPSI+PSID*COSB*COSPSI
C3=-BETAD*COSB
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C4=COSB*COSPSI
CS=COSB*SINPSI
C6=-SINB
DO 101 I=1,3
101 RV(I)=C1*AL(I)+C2*AM(I)+C3*AN(I)+C4*ALD(I)+C5*AMD(I)+C6*AND(I)
PITCHK=AOS-A1S*COSPSI-B1S*SINPSI-AOSS+.0479
RHOD=O.OOOOOOOO
RHOL=O.OOOOOO
KOUNTR=O
C BEGIN RADIAL LOOP *************************************************
100 KOUNTR=KOUNTR+1
RHOD=RHOD+DELRD
RHOL=RHOL+DELRL
C ABSOLUTE B.E.VEL AT RADIAL STATION
DO 21 I=1,3
ABSVD(I)=VELDUM(I)+RHOD*RV(I)
21 ABSVL(I)=VELDUM(I)+RHOL*RV(I)
C ABSOLUTE TOTAL RELATIVE WIND AT B.E. STATION
DO 22 I=1,3
VDRELE(I)=VWIND(I)-ABSVD(I)
22 VLRELE(I)=VWIND(I)-ABSVL(I)
C TRANSFORM TOTAL RELATIVE WIND TO B.E. COORDINATES
CALL TREA(VLRELE,VLRELA,P,R,S)
CALL TREA(VDRELE,VDRELA,P,R,S)
CALL TRABE(VLRELA,VLRBE,BETA,PSI)
CALL TRABE(VDRELA,VDRBE,BETA,PSI)
C ADD INFLOW TO VELOCITY AT BLADE ELEMENT
29 VLRBE(3)=VLRBE(3)-WI
VDRBE(3)=VDRBE(3)-WI
C FORM LIFT AND DRAG FORCES AT B.E.
VLRBE2=VLRBE(2)
VLRBE3=VLRBE(3)
IF(ABS(VLRBE2).LT. 2.0000*ABS(VLRBE3))GO TO 25
VDRBE2=VDRBE (2)
VDRBE3=VDRBE(3)
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IF(VDRBE2 .GT.O.OOOOOO)GO TO 25
VD3D2=VDRBE3/VDRBE2
VL3D2=VLRBE3/VLRBE2
PHID=ATAN(VD3D2)
PHIL=ATAN(VL3D2)
COSFIL=COS(PHIL)
SINFIL=SIN(PHIL)
COSFID=COS(PHID)
SINFID=SIN(PHID)
ARGL=VLRBE2*VLRBE2+VLRBE3*VLRBE3
ARGD=VDRBE2*VDRBE2+VDRBE3*VDRBE3
VL=SQRT(ARGL)
VD=SQRT(ARGD)
PITCHL=PITCHK=.007954*RHOL
PITCHD=PITCHK=.007954*RHOD
ALPHAL=(PITCHL-PHIL)*57.29577
ALPHAD=(PITCHD-PHID)*57.29577
ABSVD2=ABS(VDRBE2)
ABSVL2=ABS(VLRBE2)
CALL LIFTCO(DIAGL,BROWL,G,ALPHAL,ABSVL2,CL)
CALL DRAGCO(DIAGD,BROWD,G,ALPHAD,ABSVD2,CD)
DLIFT=0.50000000*.00237*2.2500*CL*VL*VL
DDRAG=0.50000000*.00237*2.2500*CD*VD*VD
THRUST(KOUNTR)=DLIFT*COSFIL-DDRAG*SINFIL
TM(KOUNTR)=-THRUST(KOUNTR)*RHOL
DRAG(KOUNTR)=-DDRAG*COSFID=DLIFT*SINFID
DM(KOUNTR)=RHOD*DRAG(KOUNTR)
GO TO 26
25 THRUST(KOUNTR)=O.OOOOO
TM(KOUNTR)=O.OOOOOOO
DRAG(KOUNTR)=O.OOOOOOO
DM(KOUNTR)=O.OOOOOO
26 IF(KOUNTR-6)100,110,110
C END RADIAL LOOP ***************************************************
C INTEGRATE THRUST, DRAG, MOMENTS
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110 CALL RADINT(THRUST,T,DELRL,A3D8)
CALL RADINT(TM,TMOM,DELRL,A3D8)
CALL RADINT(DRAG,D,DELRD,A3D8)
CALL RADINT(DM,DMOM,DELRD,A3D8)
C

FORM THRUST AND DRAG VECTORS IN BLADE COORDINATES
TBE(1)=0.0000000
TBE(2)=0.00000
TBE(3)=T
DBE(1)=0.0000000
DBE(2)=D
DBE(3)=0.0000000

C TRANSFORM THRUST AND DRAG VECTORS TO AIRCRAFT COORDINATES
CALL TRBEA(TBE,TA,BETA,PSI)
CALL TRBEA(DBE,DA,BETA,PSI)
C.

MODIFY THRUST FOR GROUND EFFECT
CALL GRDEFF(BODVA(1),Z,GEF)
TA(3)=TA(3)(GEF

C FORM MOMENT ABOUT CG DUE TO THRUST AND DRAG
TMCG(1)=-7.584*TA(2)
TMCG(2)=-.5125*TA(3)+7.584*TA(1)
TMCG(3)=.5125*TA(2)
DMCG(1)=-7.584*DA(2)
DMCG(2)=-.5125*DA(3)+7.584*DA(1)
DMCG(3)=.5125*DA(2)
TMAPSI(KOUNTP)=-TMOM
TMAC(KOUNTP)=-TMOM*COSPSI
TMAS(KOUNTP)=-TMOM*SINPSI
C TRANSFORM DRAG MOMENT TO CG COORDINATES
DMOMBE(1)=0.000000
DMOMBE(2)=0.000000
DMOMBE(3)=DMOM
CALL TRBEA(DMOMBE,DMOMA,BETA,PSI)
C STORE DOUBLED FORCE AND MOMENT COMPONENTS FOR PSI INTEGRATION
C STORE THRUST
TA11(KOUNTP)=TA(l)*2.000000
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TA12(KOUNTP)=TA(2)*2.000000
TA13(KOUNTP)=TA(3)*2.000000
C STORE DRAG FORCES
DAll(KOUNTP)=DA(l)*2.000000
DA12(KOUNTP)=DA(2)*2.000000
DA13(KOUNTP)=DA(3)*2.000000
C STORE THRUST MOMENT ABOUT CG
TMCGll(KOUNTP)=TMCG(l)*2.000000
TMCG12(KOUNTP)=TMCG(2)*2.000000
TMCG13(KOUNTP)=TMCG(3)*2.000000
C STORE DRAG MOMENT ABOUT CG
DMCGll(KOUNTP)=DMCG(l)*2.000000
DMCG12(KOUNTP)=DMCG(2)*2.000000
DMCG13(KOUNTP)=DMCG(3)*2.000000
C STORE DRAG MOMENT
DMAll(KOUNTP)=DMOMA(l)*2.000000
DMA12(KOUNTP)=DMOMA(2)*2.000000
DMA13(KOUNTP)=DMOMA(3)*2.000000
IF(KOUNTP-7)600,700,700
C END AZIMUTHAL LOOK *************************************************

c AZIMUTHAL INTEGRATION
700 CALL PSIINT(TAll,TAI(l),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TA12,TAI(2),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TA13,TAI(3),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DAll,DAI(l),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DA12,DAI(2),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DA13,DAI(3),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMCGll,TMCGI(l),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMCG12,TMCGI(2),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMCG13,TMCGI(3),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT (DMCGll ,DMCGI (1) .,DELPSI ,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DMCG12,DMCGI( 2),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DMCG13,DMCGI(3),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DMAll,DMAI(l),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(DAM12,DMAI(2),DELPSI,A3D82P)
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CALL PSIINT(DMA13,DMAI(3),DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMAPSI,TMAI,DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMAC,TMACI,DELPSI,A3D82P)
CALL PSIINT(TMAS,TMASI,DELPSI,A3D82P)
C ADD AVERAGED FORCES AND MOMENTS
DO 19 I=1,3
SUMF(l)=TAI(I)+DAI(I)
19 SUMM(I)=TMCGI(I)+DMCGI(I)+DMAI(I)
UM=-BODVA(1)
CALL ENGTRQ(AZIMDT,A3D8,Z,UM,SUMM,PSID,HPS,QE,QED,PSIDD,QMAX,TPSI,
1PSYDD,KCYCLE)
C ADD ENGINE TORQUE REACTION TO MOMENT SUM
SUMM(3)=-QE
C DETERMINE FLAPPING RATES,INTEGRATE RATES
A1SD=.000595*TMASI*.002378/PSID-O~ffiG(2)

B1SD=-.000595*TMACI*.002378/psid+OMEG(1)
AOSS=TMAI/(1420.00*PSID*PSID)
A1SS=A1SS+SI~IDT*A1SD

B1SS=B1SS+B1SD*SIMDT
RET~N
E~
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SUBROUTINE FUSELG(TREA,XD,YD,ZD,WI,VWIND,QL,QV,AF,U,OMEG,W,V,
1FUSRM,FUSPM,FUSYM,FUSDS,FUSDA,FUSYF,FUSZF,P,R,S,BF,FUSF,FUSM,
1USQ,VSQ,WMSQ,GE,GA)
DIMENSION VWIND(3),VWIND(3),0MEG(3),FUSF(3),FUSM(3),VE(3),VA(3),
1GA(3),GE(3)
11 VE(1)=XD
VE(2)=YD
12 VE(3)=ZD
CALL TREA(GE,GA,P,R,S)
CALL TREA(VE,VA,P,R,S)
CALL TREA(VWIND,VWINDA,P,R,S)
U=-VA(1)+VWINDA(1)
13 V=VA(2)=VWINDA(2)
W=-VA(3)+VWINDA(3)
C DYNAMIC PRESSURES
14 USQ=U*U
VSQ=V*V
WM=W-WI
WMSQ=WM*WM
Z=W=.8200*WI
QV=.001189*(USQ+WMSQ)
15 QL=.001189*(USQ+VSQ)
IF(U .GT. 0.000000 •AND. w .GT • O.OOOOOO)IAQUAD=1
IF(U .LT. 0.000000 .AND. W .GT. O.OOOOOO)IAQUAD=2
IF(U .LT. 0.000000 .AND.

w .LT. O.OOOOOO)IAQUAD=3

16 IF(U • GT. 0.000000 .AND. W .LT. O.OOOOOO)IAQUAD=4
IF(U .GT. 0.000000 . AND. V .GT . O.OOOOOO)IBQUAD=1
IF(U .LT. 0.000000 . AND. V .GT • O.OOOOOO)IBQUAD=2
IF(U .LT. 0.000000 •AND. V .LT • O.OOOOOO)IBQUAD=3
IF(U . GT. 0.000000 • AND. V .LT • O.OOOOOO)IBQUAD=4
C ANGLES OF ATTACK AND SIDESLIP IN DEGREES
17 U50=U*50.000000
IF(ABS(U50)-ABS(Z)20,20,30
20 AF=1.5708
GO

TO 40

30 WDU=Z/U
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AF=ATAN(WDU)
40

IF(ABS(U50)-ABS(V))50~50~60

50 BF=1.5708
GO TO 70
60 VDU=V/U
BF=ATAN(VDU)
70 AF=ABS(AF)*57.29577
BF=ABS(BF)*57.29577
IF(IAQUAD .EQ. 1)AF=AF
IF(IAQUAD .EQ. 2)AF=180.000-AF
IF(IAQUAD .EQ. 3)AF=-180.0000+AF
IF(IAQUAD .EQ. 4)AF=-AF
18 IF(IBQUAD .EQ. 1)BF=BF
IF(IBQUAD .EQ. 2)BF=l80.0000-BF
IF(IBQUAD .EQ. 3)BF=-180.000+BF
IF(IBQUAD .EQ. 4)BF=-BF
C CALL FORCE AND MOMENT SUBROUTINES
19 CALL FUSRM(BF,CFRM)
CALL

FUSPM(AF~CFPM)

CALL FUSYM(BF,CFYM)
CALL FUSDS(BF~CFDS)
CALL FUSDA(AF,CFDA)
CALL FUSYF(BF,CFY)
21 CALL FUSZF(AF,CFZ)
C FUSELAGE FORCES AND MOMENTS
22 FUSF(1)=-10.0*(QL*CFDS+QV*CFDA)+264.500*GA(l)
FUSF(2)=10.0*QL*CFY+264.500*GA(2)
FUS(3)=-10.0*QV*CFZ+264.5000*GA(3)
23 FUSM(1)=-(0L*lOO.O*CFRM+20.0*VA(l)*OMEG(l))
FUSM(2)=QV*lOO.O*CFPM
FUSM(3)=-(QL*lOO.O*CFYM+30.0*VA(l)*OMEG(3)
RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE WING(QV,QL,AF,WINGC,WINGN,WIWTAL,U,WINGF,WINGM)
DIMENSION WINGF(3),WINGM(3)
10 APIW=AF+.245*57.29577
CALL WINGC(APIW,CXW)
CALL WINGN(APIW,CZW)
C WING FORCES
11 WINGF(3)=-QV*27.8*CZW
WINGF(1)=QV*27.8*CXW-.245*WINGF(3))
WINGF(2)=0.00000
12 WINGM(1)=0.00000
WINGM(2)=.030*WINGF(1)+.1625*WINGF{3)
WINGM(3)=0.00000
C DOWNWASH ON TAIL FROM WING
13 CALL WINGN(AF,CZW)
WIWTAL=-.16*U*CZW
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STBLZR{QV,QL,U,V,W,B1S,WI,WIWTAL,DW,OMEG,BVS,AHS,MRDWT,
1ELDEFL,CZHS,CYVS,STABF,STABM,R)
DIMENSION OMEG(3),STABF(3),STABM(3)
11 CALL MRDWT (U ,DW)
CALL ELDEFL(B1S,DEFL)
C RELATIVE WIND AT HORIZ.AND VERT. STABILIZERS
12 VVS=V+25.59*0MEG(3)
WHS=W+17.06*0MEG(2)-DW*WI=WIWTAL
13 IF(U . GT. o.OOOOOO .AND.VVS .GT . O.OOOOOO)IVQUAD=1
IF(U • LT. 0.000000 .AND.VVS .GT . O.OOOOOO)IVQUAD=2

.AND.vvs

.LT • O.OOOOOO)IVQUAD=3
IF(U • GT. 0.000000 •AND.VVS . ·L 'r • O.OOOOOO)IVQUAD=4
14 IF(U .GT. 0.000000 • AND.WHS . GT • O.OOOOOO)IHQUAD=l
IF(U • LT. 0.000000 .AND. WHS .GT . O.OOOOOO)IHQUAD=2
IF(U • LT. 0.000000

IF(U • LT. 0.000000 .AND.WHS .LT • O.OOOOOO)IHQUAD=3
IF(U .GT. 0.000000 .AND.WHS .LT. O.OOOOOO)IHQUAD=4
USO=U*SO.OOOO
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ABSU50=ABS(U50)
IF(ABSU50-ABS(WHS))20,20,30
20 AHS=1.5708+DEFL
GO TO 40
30 WHSDU=WHS/U
AHS=ATAN(WHSDU)+DEFL
40 IF(ABSU50-ABS(VVS))50,50,60
50 BVS=1.5708
GO TO 70
60 VVSDU=VVS/U
BVS=ATAN(VVSDU)
C ATTACK AND SIDESLIP ANGLES IN DEGREES
70 AHS=ABS(AHS)*57.29577
BVS=ABS(BVS)*57.29577
15 IF(IHQUAD .EQ. 1)AHs~AHs
IF(IHQUAD .EQ. 2)AHs~180.0000-AHS
IF(IHQUAD .EQ.
IF(IHQUAD .EQ.
16 IF(IVQUAD .EQ.

3)AHs~-180.000+AHS
4)AHs~-AHs

1)BVs~BVS-4.5

IF(IVQUAD .EQ.

2)BVS~18Q.OOOO-BVS-4.5

IF(IVQUAD . • EQ.

3)BVS~-180.00000+BVS-4.5

IF(IVQUAD .EQ. 3
17 IF(IVQUAD .EQ.

.~D·

BVS .LT. 4.5000000)BVS=175.5+BVS

4)BVS~-BVS-4.5

C STABILIZER FORCES AND ~OMENTS
CALL CZHS(AHS,CHSZ)
CALL CYVS(BVS,CVSY)
18· STABF(l)=O.OOOOOOOO
STABF(2)=QL*23.000*CVSY
STABF(3)=-QV*13•000*CHSZ
19 STABM(3)=STABF(2)*2S.59
STABM(2)=-STABF(3)*l7.08
STABM(l)=O.OOOOOOOO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TROTOR(U, V, w·, WIWTAL, WI, DW, PTCHTR, OMEG, TROTF, TROTM, USQ,
1VSQ,WMSQ)
DIMENSION OMEG(3),TROTF(3),TROTM(3)
11 YTR=100. 0000
VTR=V+27.26*0MEG(3)-4.721*0MEG(1)
WTR=W+27.26*0MEG(2)-DW*WI-H"IWTAL
WTRSQ=WTR*WTR
12 KITER=O
IEXIT=1
WITR=20.000000
C ITERATE TROTOR Y FORCE AND INFLOW
10 WIHOLD=WITR
KITER=KITER+1
ARG=USQ+WTRSQ+(VTR+WITR)*(VTR+WITR)
WITR=YTR/(.2698*SQRT(ARG))
CTTR=.281*.001000*.001000*(USQ+WTRSQ+340400.00)*PTCHTR-.0002012*
1 (VTR+WI TR)
CTTR=ABS (CTTR)
YTR=73160.00*CTTR
DIFFI=WIHOLD-WITR
IF(ABS(DIFFI) .LT •• 001*ABS(WITR))GO TO 20
IF(KITER .GT. 100)GO TO 30
GO TO 10
20 TROTF(1)=0.0000000
TROTF(2)=YTR
TROTF(3)=0.000000
16 TROTM(1)=-4.721*YTR
TROTM(2)=0.000000
TROTM(3)=27.75*YTR
RETURN
30 WRITE(3,3)
RETURN
3 FORMAT(' ', 'TROTOR ITER NOT CONVERGING')

END
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SUBROUTINE DYRESP(SUMM,SUMF,SIMDT,POLYEX,POLYIN,A3D8,0MEG,P,R,S,PD
l,RD,SD,XD,YD,ZD,TRAE)
REAL M1,M2,M3
COMMON /MPDR/W1(4),W2(4),W3(4),M1(4),M2(4),M3(4),AP(4),AR(4),AS(4)
l,WP(4),WR(4),WS(4,V1(4),V2(4,V3(4),F1(4),F2(4),F3(4),XYZDDA(3),
1XYZDA(3),XYZDDE(3),XYZDE(3),TIME(4)
DIMENSION SUMM(3),SUMF(3),0MEG(3),PNW1(4),PNW2(4),PNW3(4),PNM1(4),
1PNM2(4),PNM3(4),PNP(4),PNR(4),PNS(4),PNWP(4),PNWR(4),PNWS(4),PNV1(
14),PNV2(40,PNV3(4),PNF1(4),PNF2(4),PNF3(4),PNW12(4),PNW23(4),PNW31
1(4)
C INITIALIZATIONS
H=SIMDT/6.0000000
A3D8H=A3D8*H
Ml(l)=SUMM(l)
M2(l)=SUMM(2)
M3(1)=SUMM(3)
Fl(1)=SUMF(l)
F2(1)=SUMF(2)
F3(1)=SUMF(3)
C ROTATION RATES*******************************************************
C EXTRAPOLATE SPIN RATE DATA
CALL POLYEX(H,W1,TIME,PNW1)
CALL POLYEX(H,W2,TIME,PNW2)
CALL POLYEX(H,W3,TIME,PNW3)
C INTERPOLATE APPLIED MOMENT DATA
CALL POLYIN(H,M1,TIME,PNM1)
CALL POLYIN(H,H2,TIME,PNM2)
CALL POLYIN(H,M3,TIME,PNM3)
C SPIN RATE PRODUCTS
DO 10 I=1,4
PNW12(I)=PNW1(I)*PNW2(I)
PNW23(I)=PNW2(I)*PNW3(I)
10 PNW31(I)=PNW3(I)*PNW1(I)
C INTEGRATE EULER EQUATIONS TO OBTAIN SPIN RATES
WX=OMEG(l)+A3D8H*(.001000*.52900*(PNM1(1)+PNM1(4)+3.000000*(PNM1(2
l)+PNM1(3)))+.662*(PNW23(1)+PNW23(4)+3.000000*(PNW23(2)+PNW23(3))))
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WY=OMEG(2)+A3D8H*(.000100*.8535*(PNM2(l)+PNM2(4)+3.00000*(PNM2(2)+
1PNM2(3)))+.667*(PNW3l(l)+PNW31(4)+3.00000*(PNW31(2)+PNW31(3))))
WZ=OMEG(3)+A3D8H*(.000100*.98400*(PNM3(l)+PNM3(4)+3.000000*(PNM3(2
l)+PNM3(3)))-.992*(PNW12(l)+PNW12(4)+3.000000*(PNW12(2)+PNW12(3))))
C TRANSFORM SPIN RATES TO EULER ANGLE RATES
CALL POLYEX(H,AP,TIME,PNP)
CALL POLYEX(H,AR,TIME,PNR)
CALL POLYEX(H,AS,TIME,PNS)
SINR=SIN(PNR(4))
SINP=SIN(PNP(4))
SINS=SIN(PNS(4))
COSS=COS(PNS(4))
COSP=COS(PNP(4))
COSR=COS(PNR(4))
PD=WY
RD=COSP*WX+SINP*WZ
SD=-WX*SINP*COSR+WY*SINR+WZ*COSP*COSR
WP(l)=PD
WR(L)=RD
WS(l)=SD
CALL POLYIN(H,WP,TIME,PNWP)
CALL POLYIN(H,WR,TIME,PNWR)
CALL POLYIN(H,HS,TIME,PNWS)
P=P+A3D8H*(PNWP(l)+PNWP(4)+3.000000*(PNWP(2)+PNWP(3)))
R=R+A3D8H*(PNWR(l)+PNWR(4)+3.000000*(PNWR(2)+PNWR(3)))
S=S+A3D8H*(PNWS(l)+PNWS(4)+3.000000*(PNWS(2)+PNWS(3)))
C TRANSLATION RATES*****************************************************
C EXTRAPOLATE BODY FIXED VELOCITIES
CALL POLYEX(H,Vl,TIME,PNVl)
CALL POLYEX(H,V2,TIME,PNV2)
CALL POLYEX(H,V3,TIME,PNV3)
C UPDATE ACCELERATIONS
Fl(l)=SUMF(l)/274.0000
F2(l)=SUMF(2)/274.0000
F3(l)=SUMF(3)/274.0000
C INTERPOLATE ACCELERATIONS
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CALL POLYIN(H,F1,TIME,PNF1)
CALL POLYIN(H,F2,TIME,PNF2)
CALL POLYIN(H,F3,TIME,PNF3)
C INTEGRATE TRANSLATIONAL RATE DERIVATIVES
XI=O.OOOOOOOO
YI=O.OOOOOOOO
ZI=O. 00000000
DO 11 1=1, l•
IF(I .EQ. 1)AMULT=1.000000
IF(I .EQ. 2)AMULT=3.000000
IF(I .EQ. 3)AMULT=3.000000
IF(I .EQ. 4)AMULT=1.000000
XII=AMULT*(PNF1(I)-PNW2(I)*PNV3(I)+PNW3(I)*PNV2(I))
YII=AMULT*(PNF2(I)-PNW3(I)*PNVl(I)+PNWl(I)*PNV3(I))
ZII=AMULT*(PNF3(I)-PNW1(I)*PNV2(I)+PNW2(I)*PNVl(I))
XI=XI+XII
YI=YI+YII
11 ZI=ZI+ZII
XYZDA(l)= XYZDA(1)+A3D8H*XI
XYZDA(2)= XYZDA(2)+A3D8H*YI
XYZDA(3)= XYZDA(3)+A3D8H*ZI
C TRANSFORM TRANSLATION RATES TO INERTIAL COORDINATES
CALL TRAE(XYZDA,XYZDE,P,R,S)
XD=XYZDE(l)
YD=XYZDE (2)
ZD=XYZDE(3)
C UPDATE POLYNOMIAL DATA ARRAYS
DO 50 I=1,3
W1(5-I)=W1(4-I)
W2(5-I)=W2(4-I)
W3(5-I)=W3(4-I)
Vl(S-I)=V1(4-I)
V2(5-I)=V2(4-I)
V3(5-I )=V3(4-I)
Ml(S-I)=M1(4-I)
M2(5-I)=M2(4-I)
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M3(5-I)=M3(4-I)
Fl(5-I)=Fl(4-I)
F2(5-I)=F2(4-I)
F3(5-I)=F3(4-I)
AP(5-I)=AP(4-I)
AR(5-I)=AR(4-I)
AS(5-I)=AS(4- I)
WP(5-I)=WP(4-I)
WR(5-I)=WR(4 - I)
WS(5-I)=WS(4-I)
50 TIME(5-I)=TIME(4-I)
Wl(l)=WX
W2(l)=WY
W3(l)=WZ
Vl(l)=XYZDA(l)
V2(l)=XYZDA(2)
V3(l)=XYZDA(3)
AP(l)=P
AR(l)=R
AS(l)=S
TIME (l)=TIME(l)+SIMDT/2.00000000
OMEG(l)=WX
OMEG(2)=WY
OMEG(3)=WZ
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE WINGN(AF,CZW)
ABSAF=ABS (AF)
IF(ABSAF .LT • . 000001)TO TO 200
SIGN=ABSAF/AF
AF=ABSAF
IF(AF.GT. 0.000000000 .AND. AF .LT. 16.00000000)GO TO 10
IF(AF .GT. 16.00000000 .AND. AF .LT. 30.00000000)GO TO 20
IF(AF.GT. 30.00000000 .AND. AF .LT. 46.00000000)GO TO 30
IF(AF.GT. 46.00000000 .AND. AF .LT. 90.00000000)GO . TO 40
IF(AF.GT. 90.00000000 .AND. AF .LT. 134.0000000)GO TO 50
IF(AF.GT. 134.0000000 .AND. AF .LT. 148.0000000)GO TO 60
IF(AF.GT. 148.0000000 .AND. AF .LT. 180.0000000)GO TO 70
IF(AF .GT. 180.0000000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT(' ', 'ABSAF GT 180 IN WINGN')
RETURN
10 CZW=-.0562*AF
GO TO 100
20 CZW=-.02855 *(AF-16.00)-.900
GO TO 100
30 CZW=-.01565 *(AF-30.00)-1.300
GO TO 100

40 CZW=.007955 *(AF-46.00)-1.55
GO

TO 100

50 CZW=-.00795*(AF-90.00)-1.20
GO TO 100

60 CZW=. 0142 85 *(AF-134.0)-1.55
GO

TO 100

70 CZW=.042285 *(AF-148.0)-1.35
100 AF=AF*SIGN
CZW=CZW*SIGN
RETURN
200 CZW=O.OOOOOOOOO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE WINGC(AF,CXW)
ABSAF=ABS (AF)
IF(ABSAF .LT • • 00001)GO TO 200
SIGN=ABSAF/AF
AF=ABSAF
IF(AF • GT. 0.0000000 .AND • AF .LT. 4.000000000)GO TO 10
IF(AF • GT. 4.0000000 .AND • AF .LT. 8.000000000)GO TO 20
IF(AF • GT. 8.0000000 .AND • AF .LT. 14.00000000)GO TO 30
IF(AF .GT. 14.000000 .AND. AF • LT. 18.00000000)GO TO 40
IF(AF .GT. 18.000000 .AND. AF .LT. 46.00000000)GO TO 50
IF(AF • G'l'. 46.000000 .AND. AF. .LT • 62.00000000)GO TO 60
IF(AF •GT. 62.000000 .AND. AF .LT • 120.0000000)GO TO 70
IF(AF • GT. 120.00000 .AND. AF .LT • 136.0000000)GO TO 80
IF(AF .GT. 136.00000 .AND. AF .LT. 150.0000000)GO TO 90
IF(AF .GT. 150.00000 .AND. AF .LT. 168.0000000)GO TO 110
IF(AF .GT. 168.00000 .AND. AF .LT. 180.0000000)GO TO 120
IF(AF .GT. 180.0000000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT (' ', 'ABSAF GT 180 IN WINGC')
RETURN
10

CXW=~OOS*AF

GO TO 100
20 CX.W=.007

*(AF-4.000 )+.0150

GO TO 100
30 CX.W=.010

*(AF-8.000 )+.040

GO TO 100
40 CX.W=.0375

*(AF-14.00 )+.100

GO TO 100
50 CX.W=.01560

*AF-18.00 )+.250

GO TO 100
60 CX.W=-.00625* (AF-46.00 )+.700
GO TO 100
70 CX.W=-.02070* (AF- 62.0 )+.600
GO TO 100
80 CXW=-.006250*(AF-120.0 )-.580
GO TO 100
90 CX.W=.0049350*(AF-136.0 )-.680
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GO TO 100
110 CXW=.0289150*(AF-150.0 )-.600
GO TO 100
120 CXW=.0066750*(AF-168.0 )-.080
100 AF=AF*SIGN
RETURN
200 CXW=O.OOOOOOO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE MRDWT(U,DW)
IF(U .LT. O.OOOOOO)DW=1.000000
IF(U .LT. O.OOOOOO)WRITE(3,2)U
IF(U .LT. O.OOO)DW=1.00000
IF(U .LT. O.OOO)RETURN
IF(U • GT. 0.0000000 .AND. U .LT • 15.0000000 )GO TO 10
IF(U • GT. 15.000000 .AND. U .LT • 35.0000000 )GO TO 20
IF(U • GT. 35.000000 .AND. U .LT • 150.000000 GO TO 30
IF(U .GT. 150.0000000)GO TO 40
1 FORMAT(' ', 'U GT 150 IN MRDWT')
2 FORMAT('

',

'DW GIVEN VALUE 1.000 IN MRDWT FOR U=',F10.5)

RETURN
10 DW=-.044

*(U-0.00000 )+1.0000

RETURN
20 DW=-.00850 *(U-15.000

)+.330

RETURN
30 DW= -.001400*(U-35.00
RETURN
40 DW=O.OOOO
WRITE(3, 1)
RETURN
END

)+.16300
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SUBROUTINE ELDEFL(B1S,DEFL)
IF(B1S .GT. -.2000
IF(B1S .GT. -.1000

.AND. B1S .LT. -.10000)GO TO 10
.AND. B1S .LT. -.07200) 00 TO 20

IF(B18 .GT. -.0729

.AND. B1S .LT.

.OOOOO)GO TO 30

IF(B1S .GT.

. 0000

. el 7600)GO TO 40

IF(B1S .GT.

.076

.AND. BlS .LT.
.AND. B1S .LT.

IF(B1S .GT .

.136

.AND. B1S .LT.

.20000)GO TO 60

.13600)GO TO 50

10 DEEL=-.700*(B1S+.200)+.094
RETURN
20 DEFL=-.2875*(B1S+.100)+.024
RETURN
30 DEFL=.0148
RETURN
40 nEPL=.355*(B1S)+.Ol48
RETURN
50 DEFL=.666*(B1S-.067)+.0400
RETURN
60 DEFL=.718*(B1S-.136)+/ 080
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE CZHS(AHS,CHSZ)
ABSAHS=ABS (AHS)
IF(ABSAHS .LT • . OOOOl)GO TO 200
SIGN=ABSAHS/AHS
AHS=ABSAHS
. 0000
IF(AHS .GT.
IF{AHS .GT. 28.0000
IF(AHS .GT. 52.0000
IF(AHS .GT. 88.0000
IF(AHS . GT.132.0000

. AND • AHS .LT •
. AND. AHS .LT •

28.000)GO TO 10
52.000)GO TO 20

.AND. AHS .LT. 88.000)GO TO 30
. AND. AHS .LT • 132.000)GO TO 40
.AND . AHS .LT. 152.000)GO TO 50
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IF(AHS .GT.l52.000000 .AND. AHS .LT. 180.000000)GO TO 60
IF(AHS . GT. 180.0000000)WRITE(3,1)
RETURN
1 FORMAT(' ', 'ABSAHS GT 180 IN CZHS')
10 CHSZ=-.0500*AHS
GO TO 100
20 CHSZ= .00146*(AHS-28.0
GO TO 100

)-1.40

30 CHSZ= .00417*(AHS-52.0
GO TO 100

)-1.37

40 CHSZ=-.00341*(AHS-88.0

)-1.20

GO TO 100
50 CHSZ=.00625 *(AHS-132.0 )-1.37
GO TO 100
60 CHSZ=.0465

*(AHS-152.0 )-1.25

100 AHS=AHS*SIGN
CHSZ=CHSZ*SIGN
RETURN
200 CHSZ=O.OOOOOOO
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE CYVS(BVS,CVSY)
ABSBVS=ABS(BVS)
IF(ABSBVS

.LT. . 00001) GO TO 200

SIGN=ABSBVS/BVS
BVS=ABSBVS
IF(BVS.GT. 0.0000000 .AND. BVS .LT. 16.00000000)GO TO 10
IF(BVS.GT. 16.000000 .AND. BVS .LT. 36.00000000)GO TO 20
IF(BVS.GT. 36.000000 .AND. BVS .LT. 52.00000000)GO TO 30
IF(BVS.GT. 52.000000 .AND. BVS .LT. 92.00000000)GO TO 40
IF(BVS .GT. 92.000000 .AND. BVS .LT. 128.0000000)GO TO 50
IF(BVS.GT. 128.00000 .AND. BVS .LT. 144.0000000)GO TO 60
I F(BVS .GT. 1.44.90000 .AND. BVS .LT. 152.0000000)GO TO 70
IF(BVS.GT. 152.00000 .AND. BVS .LT. 180.0000000)GO TO 80
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IF(BVS .GT. 180.00000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT(' ', 'ABSBVS GT 180 IN CYVS')
RETURN
10 CVSY=-.042S*BVS
GO TO 100
20 CVSY=-.0120 *(BVS-16.00 )-.68
GO TO 100
30 CVSY=-.920
GO -TO 100
40 CVSY=.OOSS

*(BVS-52.00 )-.920

GO TO 100
50 CVSY=-.00612*(BVS-92.00 )-.700
GO TO 100
60 CVSY=-.920
GO TO 100
70 CVSY=.OOS

*(BVS-144.0 )-.920

GO TO 100
80 CVSY=.0314

*(BVS-152.0 )-.880

100 CVSY=eVSY*SIGN
BVS=BVS*SIGN
RETURN
200 CVSY=O.OOOOOO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TRAE (AIN,OUT,P,R,Y)
DIMENSION AIN(3),0UT(3),TAE(3,3)
COSP=COS(P)
SINP=SIN(P)
COSR=COS (R)
S INR=S IN (R)
COSY=COS(Y)
SINY=SIN(Y)
TAE(1,1)=COSP*COSY-SINP*SINR*SINY
TAE(2,l)=COSP*SINY+SINP*SINR*COSY
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TAE(3,1)=-SINP*COSR
TAE(1,2)=-COSR*SINY
TAE(2,2)=COSR*COSY
TAE(3,2)=SINR
TAE(1,3)=SINP*COSY+COSP*SINR*SINY
TAE(2,3)=SINP*SINY-COSP*SINR*COSY
TAE(3,3)=COSP*COSR
DO 5 I=1,3
AOUT=O.OOOOOOOOO
DO 10 J=1,3
10 AOUT=AOUT+TAE(I,J)*AIN(J)
5 OUT(I)=AOUT
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE POLYEX(H,DATA,TIME,PN)
DIMENSION TABLE(4,4),DATA(4),TIME(4),PN(4)
DO 75 I=1,4
75 TABLE(I,1)=DATA(I)
DO 76 J=2,4
DO 77 I=J,4
77 TABLE(I,J)=(TABLE(I,J-1)-TABLE(I-1,J-1))/(TIME(I)-TIME(I-J+1))
76 CONTINUE
XBAR=TIME (1)
D078 K=1,4
FACTOR=1.00000
PN(K)=TABLE(1,1)
DO 79 M=2,4
FACTOR=FACTOR*(XBAR-TIME(M-1))
PN(K)=PN(K)+FACTOR*TABLE(M,M)
79 CONTINUE
78 XBAR=XBAR+H
RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE POLYIN(H,DATA,TIME,PN)
DIMENSION TABLE(4,4),DATA(4),TIME(4),PN(4)
DO 75 I=1,4
75 TABLE(I,1)=DATA(I)
DO 76 J-2,4
DO 77 I=J,4
77 TABLE(I,J)=TABLE(I,J-1)-TABLE(I-1,J-1))/(TIME(I)-TIME(I -J+l))
76 CONTINUE
XBAR-TIME(2)
DO 78 .K=1,4
FACTOR=1.00000
PN(K)=TABLE(1,1)
DO 79 M=2,4
FACTOR=FACTOR*(XBAR-TIME(M-1))
PN(K)=PN(K)+FACTOR*TABLE(M,M)
79 CONTINUE
78 XBAR=XBAR+H
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE TREA (AIN,OUT,P,R,Y)
DIMENSION AIN(3),0UT(3),TEA(3,3)
COSP=COS(P)
SINP• SIN(P)
COSR=COS (R)
SINR=SIN(R)
COSY=COS(Y)
SINY=SIN(Y)
TEA(l,l)=COSP*COSY-SINP*SINR*SINY
TEA(1,2)=COSP*SINY+SINP*SINR*COSY
TEA(1,3)=-SINP*COSR
TEA(2,1)=-COSR*SINY
TEA(2,2=COSR*COSY
TEA(2,3)=SINR
TEA(3,1)=SINP*COSY+COSP*SINR*SINY
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TEA(3,2)=SINP*SINY-COSP*SINR*COSY
TEA(3,3)=COSP*COSR
DO 5 I=1,3
AOUT=O.OOOOOOOOO
DO 10 J=1, 3
10 AOUT=AOUT+TEA(I,J)*AIN(J)
5 OUT(I)=AOUT
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE FuSRM(BF,CFRM)
ABSBF=ABS (BF)
IF(ABSBF .LT •• 00001)GO TO 200
SIGN=BF/ABSBF
'BF=ABSBF
IF(BF .·GT. 0.0000000 .AND.BF .LT. 18.0000000)GO TO 10
IF(BF .GT. 18.000000 .AND.BF .LT. 46.0000000)GO TO 20
IF(BF .GT. 46.000000 .AND.BF .LT. 60 •.0000000)GO TO 30
IF(BF • GT. 60.000000 .AND.BF .LT • 90.;-()'000000)GO TO 40
IF(BF • GT. 90.000000 .AND.BF .LT • 120.000000)GO TO 50
IF(BF . • GT. 120.00000 .AND.BF .LT. 180.000000)GO TO 60
IF(BF .GT. 180.000000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT('

' , 'ABSBF

GT 180 IN FUSRM')

RETURN

10 CFRM=-.0555*BF
GO TO 100
20 CFRM=-.0715

*(BF-18.0

)-1.000

*(BF-46.0

)-3.000

*(BF-60.0

)-3.80

*(BF-90.0

)-4.00

GO TO 100
30 CFRM=-.057
GO TO 100
40 CFRM=-.00667
GO TO 100
50 CFRM=.0050
GO TO 100
60 CFRM=.0633

*(BF-120.0 )-3.85
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100 BF=ABSBF*SIGN
CFRM=CFRM*SIGN
RETURN
200 CFRM=O.OOOOOO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FUSPM(AF,CFPM)
ABSAF=ABS (AF)
IF(ABSAF .LT • •00001)GO TO 200
IF(ABSAF .GT. 180.000000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT(' ', 'ABSAF GT 180 IN FUSPM')
IF(AF • GT. -180.000000 .AND. AF .LT. -140.000000)GO TO 10
IF(AF .GT. -140.000000 .AND. AF .LT. -124.000000)GO TO 20
IF(AF • GT. -124.000000

.AND~

AF • LT • -48.0000000)GO TO 30
IF(AF .GT. -48.0000000 .AND. AF .LT. -32.0000000)GO TO 40
TF(AF .GT. -32.0000000 .AND. AF .LT.-12.00000000)GO TO 50
IF(AF .GT.-12.00000000 .AND. AF .LT. 26.00000000)GO TO 60
IF(AF .GT. 26.00000000 - .. AND. AF .LT.

' 56 ~ 00000000)GO

TO 70

IF(AF .GT. 56.00000000 .AND. AF· .LT. 88.00000000)GO· TO 80
IF(AF •GT. 88.00000000 .AND. AF .LT • 116.0000000)GO TO 90
IF{AF • GT. 116.0000000 .AND. AF .LT • 180.0000000)GO TO 100
RETURN
10 CFPM=-.00785*(AF+180.0 )-.030
RETURN
20 CFPM=-.0025 *(AF+140.0 )-.352
RETURN
30 CFPM=.00105 *(AF+124.0 )-.400
RETURN
40 CFPM=.00687 *(AF+48.00 )-.315
RETURN
50 CFPM=.01050* (AF+32.0
RETURN
60 CFPM=.01945*(AF+12.00)
RETURN

)-.210
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70 CFPM=.00733 *(AF-26.0 )+.740
RETURN
80 CFPM=.960
RETURN
90 CFPM=-.00715*(AF-88.0 )+.960
RETURN

100 CFPM=-.01295*(AF-116

)+.760

RETURN
200 CFPM=.160
RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE FUSYM(BF,CFYM)
ABSBF=ABS(BF)
IF(ABSBF .LT •• 00001)GO TO 200
SIGN=ABSBF/BF
BF=ABSBF
IF(BF • GT. 0.0000000 .AND • BF • LT. 38.0000000)GO TO 10
IF(BF • GT. 38.000000 .AND• BF .LT. 56.0000000)GO TO 20
IF(BF •GT. 56.000000 .AND • BF .LT. 90.0000000)GO TO 30
IF(BF .GT. 90.000000 .AND. BF .LT .. 122.000000)GO TO 40
IF(BF .GT. 122.00000 .AND. BF .LT. 148.000000)GO TO 50
IF(BF .GT. 148.00000 .AND. . BF .LT • 180.000000)GO TO 60
IF(BF .GT. 180.0000000)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT ('

',

'BF GT 180 IN FUSYM')

RETURN

10 CFYM=.158*BF
GO TO 100
*(BF-38.0

)+6.00

*(BF-56.0

)+7.60

40 CFYM=-.0250 *(BF-90.0

)+8.70

20 CFYM=.089
GO TO 100
30 CFYM=.0324
GO TO 100
GO TO 100
50 CFYM=-.100

*(BF-122.0 )+7.80
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GO TO 100
60 CFYM=-.1655 *(BF-148.0 )+5.30
100 BF=BF*SIGN
CFYM=CFYM*SIGN
RETURN
200 CFYM=O.OOOOOO
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FUSDS(BF,CFDS)
ABSBF=ABS(BF)
IF(ABSBF .GT.180.0)WRITE(3,1)
1 FORMAT('

',

'ABSBF GT 180 IN FUSDS')

IF(BF • GT. -180.0000000 .AND. BF .LT. -160.0000000)GO TO 10
IF(BF .GT. -160.0000000 .AND. BF .LT. -148.0000000)GO TO 20
IF(BF • GT. -148.0000000 .AND. BF .LT. -132.0000000)GO TO 30
IF(BF .GT. -132.0000000 .AND. BF .LT. -44.00000000)GO TO 40
IF(BF • GT. -44.00000000 .AND. BF .LT. -19.00000000)GO TO 50
IF(BF .GT. -19.00000000 .AND • . BF .LT. -13.00000000)GO TO 60
IF(BF • GT. -13.00000000 .AND. BF .LT. -10.00000000)GO TO 70
IF(BF .GT. -10.00000000 .AND. BF .LT. -5.000000000)GO TO 80
IF(BF . GT. -5.000000000 .AND. BF .LT • 2.0000000000)GO TO 90
IF(BF .GT. 2.0000000000 .AND.BF • LT. 7.0000000000)GO TO 100
IF(BF .GT. 7.0000000000 .AND.BF .LT. 14.000000000)GO TO 110
IF(BF . GT. 14.000000000 .AND.BF .LT • 21.000000000)GO TO 120
IF(BF .GT. 21.000000000 .AND.BF .LT. 48.000000000)GO TO 130
IF(BF .GT. 48.000000000 .AND.BF .LT. 135.00000000)GO TO 140
IF(BF • GT. 135.00000000 .AND.BF • LT • 151.00000000)GO TO 150
IF(BF .GT. 151.00000000 .AND.BF .LT. 160.00000000)GO TO 160
IF(BF .GT. 160.00000000 • AND. EF .LT • 180.00000000)GO TO 170
RETURN
10 CFDS=.0250

*(BF+180.0 )-.025

RETURN
20 CFDS=.00916 *(BF+160.0 )+.470
RETURN
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30 CFDS=.590

RETURN
40 CFDS=-.0132*(BF+132.0 )+.585

RETURN
50 CFDS=-.590

RETURN
60 CFDS=.05672*(BF+19.00 )-.590

RETURN
70 CFDS=.03332*(BF+13.0

)-.250

RETURN
80 CFDS=.020

*(BF+10.0 )-.150

RETURN
90 CFDS=.0050 *(BF+5.00 )-.050

RETURN
100 CFDS=-.0070*(BF-2.00 )-.015

RETURN
110 CFDS=-.0286*(BF-7.0

)-.050

RETURN
120 CFDS=-.0472*(BF-14.0 )-.250

RETURN
130 CFDS=-.590

RETURN
140 CFDS=.01385*(BF-48.0 )-.590

RETURN
150 CFDS=.585

RETURN
160 CFDS=-.0100*(BF-151.0 )+.585

RETURN
170 CFDS=-.0250*(BF-160.0 )+.500

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FUSDA(AF,CFDA)
IF(AF .LT. -180.00000)WRITE(3,1)
IF(AF .GT.

180.00000)WRITE(3,1)

1 FORMAT(' ' , 'ABSAF GT 180 IN FUSDA')
IF(AF .GT. -180.0000000 .AND. AF .LT. -160.0000000)GO TO 10
IF(AF .GT. -160.0000000 .AND. AF .LT.-132.00000000)GO TO 20
IF(AF .GT. -132.0000000 .AND. AF .LT. -90.00000000)GO TO 30
IF(AF .GT. -90.00000000 ···AND. AF .LT. -60.00000000)GO TO 40
IF(AF .GT. -60.00000000 .AND. AF • LT.• -44.00000000)GO TO 50
IF(AF • GT. -44.00000000 ·. .AND. AF .LT. -18.00000000)GO TO 60
IF(AF .GT. -18 •·00000000 .AND. AF .LT. -14.00000000)GO TO 70
IF(AF • GT. -14.00000000 .AND • AF .LT. -6.000000000)GO TO 80
IF(AF .GT. -6.000000000 .AND. AF .LT. O.OOOOOOOOOO)GO TO 90
IF(AF • GT. 0.0000000000 .AND. AF .LT. 4.0000000000)GO TO 100
IF(AF • GT. 4.0000000000 .AND. AF .LT • 8.0000000000)GO TO 110
IF(AF • GT. 8.0000000000 .AND. AF .LT • 13.000000000)GO TO 120
IF(AF .GT. 13.000000000 .AND. AF .LT • 20.000000000)GO TO 130
IF(AF •GT. 20.000000000 .AND. AF .LT • . 46.000000000)GO TO 140
IF(AF •GT. 46.000000000 .AND. AF .LT • 74.000000000)GO TO 150
IF(AF •GT. 74.000000000 .AND •. AF .LT. 90.000000000)GO TO 160
IF(AF .GT. 90.000000000 .AND. AF .LT. .13(;; • O.OOPP-000-) GO TO 170
IF(AF .GT. 136.00000000 .AND. AF • LT .• 160.00000000)GO TO 180
IF(AF • GT. 160.00000000 .AND • AF .LT. 180.00000000)GO TO 190
RETURN
10 CFDA=.01375 *(AF+180.0 )+1.05
RETURN
20 CFDA=1. 325
RETURN
30

CFDA=F-.0~5S

*(AF+132.0 )+1.325

RETURN
40 CFDA=-.0527 *(AF+90.0 )+.575
RETURN
50 CFDA=-.01875*(AF+60.0 )-1.040
RETURN
60 CFDA=-1.300
RETURN
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70 CFDA=.0312

*(AF+18.0 )-1.300

RETURN
80 CFDA=.0125

*(AF+14.0 )-1.175

RETURN
90 CFDA=.00417 *(AF+6.00 )-1.075
RETURN
100 CFDA=-1.05

RETURN
110 CFDA=-.018

*(AF-4.00 )-1.050

RETURN
120 CFDA=-.0140*(AF-8.00 )-1.075
RETURN
130 CFDA=-.0286 *(AF-13.0 )-1.15
RETURN
140 CFDA=-1.31
RETURN
150 CFDA=.01785 *(AF-46.0 )-1.300
RETURN
160 CFDA=.0875
'RETURN ·

*(AF-74.0 )-.800

170 CFDA=.01585 *(AF-90.0 )+.600
RETURN
180 CFDA=1.33
RETURN
190 CFDA=-.01375*(AF-160.0 )+1.33
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FUSYF(BF,CYF)
ABSBF=ABS (BF)
IF(ABSBF .LT • • 00001)GO TO 200
SIGN=BF/ABSBF
BF=ABSBF
IF(BF • GT. .000000

.AND. BF .LT. 16.00000)GO TO 10

IF(BF .GT.16.00000

.AND. BF .LT. 46.00000)GO TO 20

IF(BF .GT.

46.000

.AND. BF .LT. 60.00000)GO TO 30

IF(BF • GT.

60.009

.AND • BF .LT. 90.00000)GO TO 40

IF(BF .GT.

90.000

.AND. BF .LT. 110.0000)GO TO 50

IF(BF • GT. 110.000

.AND. BF .LT • 130.0000)GO TO 60

IF(BF .GT. 130.000

.AND. BF .LT. 150.0000)GO TO 70

IF(BF • GT. 150.000

.AND • BF .LT. 180.0000)GO TO 80

10 CYF=-.200*BF
GO TO 100 ·
20 CYf=-.120*(BF-16.0)-3.20
GO TO 100
' 30 CYF=-.057*(BF-46.0)-6.80
GO TO 100
40

CYF=-.020~ {BF-60.0)-7.60

GO TO 100
50

CYF= ~. · 015* (BF-90. 0) -8.20

GO. TO 100
60 CYF=.035*(BF-110.0)-7.90
GO TO 100
70 CYF=.050*(BF-130.0)-7.20
GO TO 100
80 CYF=.206*(BF-150.0)-6.20
100 BF=BF*SIGN
CYF=CYF*SIGN
RETURN
200 CYF=O.OOOOO
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FUSZF(AF,CFZ)
IF(AF • GT. -180.0

.AND. AF .LT.

-152.0)GO TO 10

IF(AF .GT. -152.0
IF(AF .GT. -32.0

• AND. AF .LT •

-32.00)GO TO 20
-20.00)GO TO 30

146.00)GO TO 60
180.00)GO TO 70

IF(AF.GT.

-20.0

IF(AF • GT.

12.0

IF(AF • GT.

27.0

.AND. AF ~ LT.
• AND. AF .LT •
.AND. AF .LT •
.AND. AF .LT •

IF(AF .GT. 146.0

.AND. AF .LT.

l.f) CFZ= •• 1925*(AF+180.0)+.600

RETURN
20 CFZ=6.000
RETURN
30 CFZ=-.133*(AF+32.0)+6.000
RETURN
40 CFZ=-.2745*(AF+20.00)+4.40
RETURN
50 CFZ=-.1065*(AF-12.00)-4.40
RETURN
60 CFZ=-6.000
RETURN
70 CFZ=.1965*(AF-146.0)-6.00
RETURN
END

12.00)GO TO 40
27.00)GO TO 50
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SUBROUTINE LIFTCO(ALPHA,UT,CL,DIAGL,BROWL,X)
DIMENSION DIAGL(5,11),BROWL(5,11),X(11)
N=11
DELX=3.000000
XBAR=ABS (ALPHA)
IF(ALPHA)100,200,200
100 SIGN=-1.000
GO TO 30
200 SIGN=1.00000
30 IF(UT-250.0000)40,40,50 .
40 LHI=2
LL0=1
UHI=250.00
ULO=O.OOOO
GO TO 120
50 IF(UT-500.·00)60,70,70
60 LHI=3
LL0=2
UHI=SOO.OOO
UL0=250.000
GO TO 120
70 IF(UT-750.000)80,90,90
80 LHI=4
LL0=3
UHI=750.000
UL0=500.0
GO TO 120
90 IF(UT-1000.0)150.150,150
150 LHI=5
LL0=4
UHI=1000.
UL0=750.0
120 XMID=(X(1)+X(N))/2.000
FACTRL=1.000
IF(XBAR-XMID)10,20,20
10 TERM•DIAGL(LHI,1)

90
S=(XBAR-X(1))/DELX
Z=S
DO 190 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*D1AGL(LH1,1)/FACTRL
S=(Z-1+1)*8
190 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
GO TO 1000
20 TERM=BROWL(LH1,1)
FACTRL=1.00000
S=(XBAR-X(N))/DELX
G=S
DO 290 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*BROWL(LH1,1)/FACTRL
S=S* (G+1-1)
290 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
1000 CLH1=TERM
FACTRL=1.000
1F(XBAR-XM1D)710,720,720
710 TERM=D1AGL(LLO,l)
S=(XBAR-X(1))/DELX
Z=S
DO 180 .1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*D1AGL(LL0,1)/FACTRL
S=(Z-1+1)*6
180 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
GO TO 2000
720 TERM=BROWL(LL0,1)
FACTRL=1.0000
S=(XBAR-X(N))/DELX
G=S
DO 280 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*BROWL(LL0,1)/FACTRL
S=S~(G+1-1)

280 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
2000 CLLO=TERM
CL=(CLLO+(CLHL-CLLO}*(UT-ULO)/(UHI-ULO))*SIGN
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RETURN

END
SUBROUTINE GRDEFF(XD,Z,GEF)
XX=-XD
IF(XX-35.00)10,10,20
10 V=-.01713*XX+1.0000
GO TO 200
20 IF(XX-100.0}30,30,100
30 V=-.0061*(XX-35.000)+.4000
200 IF(Z-10.0}40,40,50
40 H=-.050*2+1.00
GO TO 300
50 IF(Z-30.00)60,60,70
60 H=-.0185*(Z-10.0)+.5000
GO TO 300
70 IF(Z-50.000)80,80,100
80 H=-.0065*(Z-30.00)+.1400
300 TERM=V*H
GO TO 400
400 GEF=1.000000+TERM
RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE DRAGCO(ALPHA,UT,CD,DIAGD,BROWD,X)
DIMENSION DIAGD(5,8),BROWD(5,8),X(11)
500 FORMAT(' ','UT GREATER THAN 1000 FPS')
DELX=3.00000
N=8
XBAR=ABS (ALPHA)
IF(XBAR

-2~ 000)5,5000,5000

5000 CD=.0300*(XBAR-21.000)+.3300
GO To· 1111
5

IF(UT-250.000)40,50~50

40 LHI=2
LL0=1
UHI=250.000
ULO=O.OOOOO
GO TO 120
50 IF(UT-500.00)60,70,70
60 LHI=3
LL0=2
UHI=SOO.OOOO
UL0=25{h·OOOO
GO TO 120
70 IF(UT-750.00000)80.90,90
80 LHI=4
LL0=3
UHI=750.000
ULO=SOO.OOO
GO TO 120
90 IF(UT-1000.000)100,100,110
110 WRITE( B,SOO)
100 LHI=S
LL0=4
UHI=1000.00
UL0=750.000
120 XMID=(X(1)+X(N))/2.0000
FACTRL=1.0000
IF(XBAR-XMID)10,20,20
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10 TERM =D1AGD(LH1,1)
S=(XBAR-X(1))/DELX
Z=S
DO 190 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*D1AGD(LH1,1)/FACTRL
S=(Z-1+1)*8
190 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
GO TO 1000
20 TERM=BROWD(LH1,1)
FACTRL=1.00000
S=(XBAR-X(N))/DELX
G=S
DO 290 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*BROWD(LH1,I)/FACTRL
S=S*(G+1-1)
290 FACTR1.=FACTRL*1
1000 CDH1=TERM
FACTRL=1.00000
1F(XBAR-XMID)710,720,720
710 TERM=DIAGD(LL0,1)
S= (XBAR-X'G.1) ) /DELX
Z=S
DO 180 1=2,6
TEEU1=TERM+S*D1AGD(LL0,1)/FACTRL
S=(Z-1+1)*8
180 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
GO TO 2000
720 TERM=BROWD(LL0,1)
FACTRL=1.00000
S=(XBAR-X(M))/DELX
G=S
DO 280 1=2,6
TERM=TERM+S*BROWD(LL0,1)/FACTRL
S=S*(G+1-1)
280 FACTRL=FACTRL*1
2000 CDLO=TERM
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CD=CDLO+(CDHI-CDLO)*(UT-ULO)/(UHI-ULO)
1111 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VINFLO(LIFT,U,V,W,WI)
REAL LIFT
K=O
ERROR=ABS(WI)*.001
USQ=U**2
VSQ=V**2
20 WMSQ=(W-WI)**2
K=K+1
WIDUM=WI
ARG=USQ+VSQ+WMSQ
S=SQRT(ARG)
WI=LIFT/(7.231*S)
DIFF=WI-WIDUM
IF(K .GT.lOO)RETURN
IF(ABS(DIFF)-ERROR)10,20,20
10 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RADINT(A,B,DELR,A3D8)
DIMENSION A(6)
B=A3D8*DELR*(A(6)+2.000*(A(3))+3.0000*(A(1)+A(2)+A(4)+A(5)))
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE PSIINT(A,B,DELPSI,A3D83P)
DIMENSION A(7)
B=A3D82P*DELPSI*(A(1)+A(7)+2.000*A(3)+3.0000*(A(1)+A(2)+A(4)+A(5)))
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ENGTRQ{AZIMDT,A3D8,Z,XD,SUMM,PSID,HPS,QE,QED,PSIDD,
lQMAX,TPSI,PSYDD~KCYCLE)

DIMENSION PSYDD(4) ,TPSI(4) ,PN(4) ,TABLE(4_,4) ,SUMM(3)
H=AZIMDT*4.0000
QMR=SUMM(3)
IF(KCYCLE .LT. 2)QE=-QMR
IF(KCYCLE .LT. 2)QEDHLD='=O.OOOOO
TDTA~=-AZIMDT*l2.00000/.750000

QED=(33.9-PSID)*5000000.
QE=(QED-QEDHLD)*(l.OOOOO-EXP(TDTAU4)+QE
QEDHLD=QED
QMAX=19500.*(1.0000-.0000167*Z)*(l.00000+.000509*XD)
ABSQE=ABS (QE)
SIGN=QE/ABSQE
IF(ABSQE .GT. QMAX)QE=QMAX*SIGN
PSIDD=(QE+QMR)/2820.
C UPDATE PSYDD,TPSI
PSYDD(4)=PSYDD(3)
PSYDD(3)=PSYDD(2)
PSYDD(2)=PSYDD(l)
PSYDD (1) =PSIDDTPSI(4)=TPSI(3)
TPSI(3)=TPSI(2)
TPSI(2)=TPSI(l)
C

TPSI(l)=TPSI(l)+AZIMDT*12.00000
POLYNOMIAL APPROX. OF ANGULAR ACC. OF ROTOR
DO 75 I=1,4
75 TABLE(I,l)=PSYDD(I)
DO 76 J=l,4
DO 77 I=J,4
77 TABLE(I,J)=(TABLE(I,J-1)-TABLE(I-l,J-1))/(TPSI(I)-TPSI(I-J+l))
76 CONTINUE
XBAR=TPSI (2)
DO 78 K=1,4
FACTOR=l.OOOOO
PN(K)=TABLE(1,1)
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DO 79 M=2,4
FACTOR=FACTOR*(XBAR-TPSI(M-1))
PN(K)=PN(K)+FACTOR*TABLE(M,M)
79 CONTINUE
78 XBAR=XBAR+H
PSID=PSID+A3D8*H*(PN(1)+P'N(4)+3.0000*(PN(2)+PN(3)))
SUMM(3)=-QE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TRABE(AIN,OUT,BETA,PSI)
DIMENSION AIN(3) .,0UT(3), TABLE(3,3)
COSB=COS(BETA)
SINB=SIN(BETA)
COSPSI=COS(PSI)
S INPS I=S IN (PSI)·
TABLE(1,1)=COSB*COSP.SI
TABLE(1,2)=COSB*SINPSI
TABLE(l,3)=-SINB
TABLE(2,1)=-SINPSI
TABLK(2 ,2)=-COSPSI
TABLE(2,~)-o.ooooo

TABLE(3,1)=SINB*COSPSI
TABLE(3,2)=SINB*SINPSI
TABLE(3,3)=COSB
DO 5 1=1,3
AOUT=O.OOOOOO
DO 10 J=1,3
10 AOUT=AOUT+TABLE(I,J)*AIN(J)

5 OUT(I)=AOUT
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TRBEA(AIN,OUT,BETA,PSI)
DIMENSION AIN(3),0UT(3),TBEA(3,3)
COSB=COS(BETA)
SINB=SIN(BETA)
COSPSI=COS(PSI)
SINPSI=SIN(PSI)
TBEA(l,l)=COSB*COSPSI
TBEA(2,l)=COSB*SINPSI
TBEA(3,1)=-SINB
TBEA(1,2)=-SINPSI
TBEA(2,2)=-COSPSI
TBEA(3,2)=0.00000
TBEA(l,3)=SINB*COSPSI
TBEA(3,3)=COSB
DO 5 I=l,3
AOUT=O.OOOOOO
DO 10 J=l,3
10 AOUT=AOUT+TBEA(I,J)*AIN(J)
5 OUT(I)=AOUT

RETURN
END
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Trim Iteration Program

101 AlSS=-B1S
B1SS=A1S
CALL MROTOR(PSIINT,RADINT,TRBEA,TRABE,TREA,LIFTCO,DRAGCO,VINFLO,
1GRDEFF, ENGTRQ)
CALL FUSELG(TREA,XD,YD,ZD,WI,VWIND,QL,QV,AF,U,OMEG,W,V,FUSRM,FUS
1PM,FUSYM,FUSDS,FUSDA,FUSYF,FUSZF,P,R,S,BF,FUSF,FUSM,USQ,VSQ,WMSQ
1,GE,GA)
CALL WING(QV,QL,AF,WINGC,WINGN,WIWTAL,U,WINGF,WINGM)
CALL

STBLZR(QV,QL,U,V,W,B1S,WI,WIWTAL,DW,OMEG,BVS,~S,MRDWT,ELDE

1FL,CZHS,CYVS,STABF,STABM,R)
CALL TROTOR(U,V,W,WIWTAL,WI,DW,PTCHTR,OMEG,TROTF,TROTM,USQ,VSQ,
1WMSQ)
DO 11 1=1,3
DELF(I)=SUMF(I)+FUSF(I) +STABF(I)+WINGF(I)+TROTF(I)
11

DELM(I)=SUMM(I)+FUSM(I)+STABM(I)+WIN ~(!)+TR0TM(l)

DP=DELM(2)/100000.
DR=DELM(1)/100000.
C

CHANGE CONTROLS TO BALANCE FORCES
DAOSF=-DELF(3)/900000.
DA1SF=-DELF(1)/60000.
DB1SF=DELF(1)/60000.
DPTRF=-DELF(2)/30000.

e CHANGE CONTROLS TO BALANCE MOMENTS
DA1SM=DELM(1)/450000.
DB1SM=DELM(2)/450000.
DPTRM=-DELM(J)/600000.
DAlS=(DAlSF+DAlSM)/2.00000
DB1S=(DB1SF+DB1SM)/2.00000
R=R+DR
P=P+DP
AOS=AOS+DAOSF
AlS=AlS+DAlS
B1S=B1S+DB1S
fTCHTR=PTCHTR+DPTRM
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KITER=KITER+1
IF(ABS(DELF(1) .GT. S.OOOOO)GO TO 101
IF(ABS(DELF(2) .GT. S.OOOOO)GO TO 101
IF(ABS(DELF(3) .GT. S.OOOOO)GO TO 101
IF(ABS(DELM(1) .GT. 10.0000)GO TO 101
IF(A:SS(DELM(2) .GT. lO.OOOO)GO TO 101
IF(ABS(DELM( g) .GT. 10.0000)GO TO 101

100
Simulation Calling Program
1 KCYCL=KCYCL+l
AlSS=-BlS
BlSS=AlS
CALL MROTOR(PSIINT,RADINT,TRBEA,TRABE,TREA,LIFTCO,DRAGCO,VINFLO,
lGRDEFF, ENGTRQ)
CALL FUSELG(TREA,XD,YD,ZD,WI,VWIND,QL,QV,AF,U,OMEG,W,V,FUSRM,FUS
lPM,FUSYM,FUSDS,FUDDA,FUSYF,FUSZF,P,R,S,BF,FUSF,FUSM,USQ,VSQ,WMSQ
l,GE,GA) .
CALL WING(QV,QL,AF,WINGC,WINGN,WIWTAL,U,WINGF,WINGM)
CALL STBLZR(QV,QL,U,V,W,B1S,WI, WIWTAL,DW,OMEG,BVS,AHS,MRDWT,
1ELDEFL,CZHS,CYVS,STABF,STABM,R)
CALL TROTOR(U,V,W,WIWTAL,WI,DW,PTCHTR,OMEG,TROTF,TROTM,USQ,VSQ,
lWMSQ)
DO 10 1=1,3
SUMF(I)=SUMF(I)+FUSF(I)+STABF(I)+WINGF(I)+TROTF(I)
10 SUMM(I)=SUMM(I)+FUSM(I)+STABM(I)+WINGM(I)+TROTM(I)
CALL DYRESP(SUMM,SUMF,SIMDT,POLYEX,POLYIN,A3D8,0MEG,P,R,S,PD,RD,
lSD, XD, YD, ZD, TRAE)
C

RESPONSE PRINTOUT
IF(KCYCL .LT. LIMIT)GO TO 1
STOP
END

